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. V O LU M E T H IR T Y - F IV E .

T H U R S D A Y , M A R C H 3s 1910.

W H O LE N U M BER,

A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

_ ----------------------------PARAGRAPHS O F LO CAL
A N D G E N E R A L IN T E R E S T .

_______________________ LsSS
—Thunder and lightning
—Monday evening.
—The first electrical phenomena
for 1910 in this quarter.
—When spring unlocks the
flowers to paint the laughing soil.—
Heber.
—The filling of nearly all the big
ice houses along Perkiomen creek
has been completed, and the greater
portion of the 247,000-ton crop will
be consumed in Philadelphia.
—Since the big fire in Pottstown
last Friday night, the Deed of addi
tional fire protection is being dis
cussed.
—Three bees that give no honey
—brag, boast and bluster.—New
York Life.
—To fall, if fall one must, and hit
a duck is more to be desired than to
bit a stone or the hard side of a
board.
—The robins and bluebirds are
here.
—The big March snow predicted
by the Evansburg prophet.
—Is on the way, perhaps.
—After the experiences of the
past wast winter, a blizzard or two,
even in March, can be endured.
—Mrs. Mary Rhoads has tended
atollgate, near North Wales, for the
last fifty-five years. She is still
actively in the service.
—Let your mind work overtime,
if it will, but give your tongue
frequent vacations.—Chicago News.
—Whatever is founded on truth
lasts for all time.—Florida TimesUnion.
—Lewis Eacbis, of Nantmeal Vil
lage, Chester County, has killed his
old family horse, Buckeye, which
had seen nearly 28 years of service.
—A bull that dressed 1280 pounds
was killed at the Berks County
Almhouse, the second heaviest
ever slaughtered at that institution.
—The Central Hotel atRoyersford
has been sold at'Sheriff’s sale to the
Adam Scheldt Brewing Company of
Norristown for $20,500, subject to a
$8622.44 debt.
—William Bryden, of Pittston,
and Jacob Oliver, of Sbamokin, es
caped, from the Pennsylvania Home
for Epbileptics and Feeble-minded,
near Spring City.
—The Farmers’ Instruction Train,
better known as the San Jose scale
and bug train, attracted about 600
Berks county farmers to its various
stops and lectures.
Price of Milk.

The Executive Committee of the
Philadelphia Milk Shippers. Union
has fixed the price of milk for
March at 4} cents per quart.
Figu res Too Few.

In recording the sale pt the real
estate of the late Mrs. Landes, de
ceased, of Yerkes, last week, the
price should have read $795—
not $75.
S ale of Hotel Contents.

This Thursday Sheriff Buckley
will sell the entire contents of the
Farmers’hotel and stable adjoining,
at Skippack, Wm. L. Torrey pro
prietor.
Saved a Soldier’s Life.

Facing death from shot and shell In the
*ivll war was more agreeable to J. A Stone,
of Kemp, Texas, than facing it from what
doctors said was consumption. “I con*
tracted a stubborn cold,1’ he writes, “ that
developed a cough that stuck to me in spite
of all remedies for years, ' Mv weight ran
down to 130 pounds Then I began to use
Dr King’s New Discovery, which completely
cured me. I now weigh 178 pounds ” For
Louehs, Colds, La Qrippe, Asthma, Hemor
rbage Hoarseness, Croup, Whooping <Jough
and Lung Trouble, it’» supreme. 50c $1 00
lr|a! bottle free (Guaranteed by Joseph W.
Lnlbert, druggist, Collegeville, and by M.
*■ Uunsicker, Ironbridge.

PERSO N A L.

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Price and
daughter visited Mrs. Price’s rela
tives in Royersford, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph .'Kratz and
daughter, of Philadelphia, spent
Saturday and Sunday with Misses
Mary and Lizzie Kratz.
Mr. and Mrs. John-Freed were in
Royersford over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Bechtel
are both ill,
Mrs. Charles Barndt, who has
beeu spending the winter in Phila
delphia, is threatened with appendicitis.
Misses Mary and Jessie Wilson,
of Eagleville, visited Miss Elizabeth
Lachmau, Sunday.
Samuel Gordon, of New York, was
in town last week.. He will agaiD
take charge of Glen wood in a few
weeks.
Mrs. Homer Smith entertained
the Matrons’ Club on Wednesday of
last week.
Miss Debbie Koons, who has been
visiting Mrs. Deppin, of Sunbury,
has returned home.
The Mission Society of Trinity
Reformed church met at the home
of Mrs. Frank Gristock on Wednes
day afternoon.
Mrs. Frank Gristock and daughter
Bertha spent Saturday and Sunday
ip Philadelphia.
Mr. M. B. Lane has recovered
from a recent illDess.
Wm. D. Valentine, proprietor of
the Black Horse hotel, below Nor
ristown, was in town Saturday.
Mr. Valentine has a number of old
time friends iu this vicinity.
Mr. aDd Mrs. A. E. Bortz and
children spent Sunday in Phila
delphia.
Mr. and Mrs: Allen Griffin, of
Mont Clare, were the Sunday guests
of David Culp and family.
Mr. H. R. Alderfer, driver of
Kuhut’s bakery team, has been on
the sick list for several weeks.
Murder Records to the Governor.

Clerk of Courts Howard S. Stillwagon seDt to Governor Edwin S.
Stuart Monday the records of the
trials, convictions and sentences of
Frank Chicarine, John Ballon aDd
Nick Marine, the murderers of
George A. Johnson, the East Norriton cobbler. The law requires
that such transmission take place
within ten days after the passing
of the sentence of death.. There is
no limit of titpe for the Governor to
fix the date of execution, but it is
believed that he will do so promptly.
W . C . T. U. Notes.

A IR - S L A K E D V E R S U S F R E S H
L IM E .

Reformed C h u rch .

The ladies of the Missionary So
ciety of the congregation have ar
ranged for a special service in Trin
ity church of this place on next
Suncjay evening,. March 6, at 7.30
o’clock. The Rev. C. E. Schaeffer,
Superintendent of the Home Mission
Board of the Reformed Church, will
deliver the address. The Ladies’
Quartette of the college will sing,
and other additional features of a
good program have Been arranged.
Everybody is cordially invited'to
be present. The Rev.' Calvin "D.
Yost will preach in the morning at
10 o’clock.

“I am 70 years old and travel most of the
time,” writes B. F. Toleon, of Elizabeth
town, Ky. “Everywhere I go I recommend
Electric Bitters, because I owe my excellent
health and vitality to them. They effect a
eure every time.” They Dever fail to tone
the stomach, regnlate the kidneys and
bowels, stimulate the liver, invigorate the
nerves and purify the blood. They work
wonders for Wteak, run-down men and wo
men, restoring strength, vigor and health
that’s a daily joy. Try ythem. Only 50c.
Satisfaction is positively guaranteed by J.
W. Culbert, druggist, Collegeville, and by
M. T. Hunsicker, Ironbridge.

County Home Affairs.

The Poor Directors of Montgom
ery county, at their monthly meet
ing at the county home, Thursday,
granted orders for $46.94, the small
est demand made upon them for
months. They also ordered a sprayingoutfit for the new orchard at the
county farm. The products from
the dairy included 54S) quarts of
milk sold, over what was used,
555 pouods of butter, of which 263
pounds were consumed, and 50
dozen eggs, all consumed. The pre
sent stock includes 10 horses, 51
cows, 9 hogs and a shoat. There
are at present 255 inmates in the
home. Ten admitted during the
Mausoleum for Norristown
month. Twenty-eight were dis
Proposed.
charged aDd three died. Tramps to
The proposed erectionjn Norris the number of 68 were accommo
town, of a large, imposing mausole dated and given lodging during the
um, with crypts numerous enough month.
to accommodate hundreds of bodies,
is bqing agitated. Similar edifices
Religious S ervices at Yerkes and
are to be built in other cities, the
Skippack.
idea meeting witn much favor aDd
Rev. John Hess of Missouri, and
having many points of advantage,
Dot the least of which is its advanee Rev. John Senger of Lancaster
over burial in the ground from a county, will officiate at the Mensanitary standpoint. The struc nonite church, near Yerkes, Dext
tures are built of concrete and are Monday evening at 7 o’clock, and at
of a most substantial character and upper Mennonite church, Skippack,
also imposing in their architecture. on Tuesday at 9.30 a. m.

The twenty-first an Dual meeting
of the Collegeville Union will be
held at the home of Mrs. C. G.
Haines, Tuesday, March 8, at 3 p.
m. Officers are to be elected and
members are earnestly requested to
be present.
The W. C. T. U. State convention
will be held at Scranton, October 14
to 18, 1910.
Disastrous F irs In Pottstown.
x The National convention- will be
Fire of an unknown origin was
held at Baltimore, Md., November discovered at 2 o’clock,Saturday, in
12 to 17, 1910.
the VaugbaD Hosiery Mill, on Queen
Street, Pottstown, and before the
Lucky Find.
firemen could sepure the upper hand
One day recently Jacob Lewis, of the conflagration had spread to sev
near Trappe, was engaged in taking eral other buildings and caused des
apart some store boxes when be dis truction. The mill and a number of
covered among packing material a residences were destroyed, entail
two-dollar note and a oue-dollar ing a loss of $60,000.
note rolled together. Mr. Lewis
will not object if bis next purchase
Deafness Cannot be Cored
of store boxes includes a similar By local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
roll.
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
How Good News Spreads.

T H E W O R L D ’S W. C . T. U .

The World’s W. C. T. U. Con
A Northampton county farmer, vention will be held at Glasgow,
who intends commencing the spray Scotland, June 4—H, 1910. The at
ing of his fruit trees, as early in the tention of white-ribbhners all over
spring as possible, to rid them of the country is turning at this time
scale insects, wrote to Professor H. to the forthcoming Glasgow conven
A. Surface, State Zoologist, Harris tion. The United Sates is entitled
burg, inquiring wether air-slaked to about 230 delegates, and present
lime is as good as that slaked with indications are that the delegation
water for the making of the lime- will be complete. Following the con
sulphur wash. He stated that he vention, tours have been arranged
has some lime that was bought at through Scotland, England, The
the kiln about two months ago, Hague, to Paris, Brussels, Cologne,
which is now air-slaked, and be is the Rhine, Switzerland, the Passion
unable to get any fresh lime at this Play at Oberammergau, and through
time. Professor Surface’s answer Italy. The lowest prices possible
wag as follows: “Replying to your have been secured, I both on the
letter asking if air-slaked lime will steamships aDd for the trips. Com
do as well as fresh burned lime, I petent conductors will have the
beg to say that after it has become various parties in charge, and
throughly air-slaked it will not do everything will receive the most
at all for making the lime-sulphur efficient attention. The year 1910
wash, which is the best preraration is especially fitting for a European
for destorying San Jose scale. If it trip. The Passion Play, which is
is not thoroughly air-slaked, or has given only during every tenth year,
been slaked but very recently, it comes this year. It is also stated
may serve the purpose, but when it on authority that this is the last
has crumbled to a powder it should year of comparatively low prices as
be avoided. “ The thing to do is to many contracts with steamship com
get fresh-bilrned lime when you panies and hotels expire with 1910,
can, and put into a barrel, a little at and will only be renewed at much
a time, and slake it, and as soon as higher prices. Circulars giving the
you get the barrel full of the lime details ^of the various trips as ar
thus slaked, pour water on it; of ranged by the National W. C. T. U.
course, being careful to let it become with prices rauging from $245 to
slaked before attempting to fill the $500 are now being sent out, and
barrel. Keep it under water all the will be freely sent on demand to
time, and you can take it out in tfie any, whether white-ribboners or
form of a paste, like thick putty, not, who may contemplate a trip
and* use it in boiling your lime-sul abroad and who may feel like-taking
phur wash or making Bordeaux advantage of the tours offered by
mixture. It will be as efficient as the JN. C. T. U.
For circulars address: Minnie
the fresh lime. A kDowlege of this
will save you considerable trouble B. Horning, 628 Library St.,
Evanston, Illinois, Chairman of
and time.’’
Transportation of the National W.
C. T.-U. •
A Special Service In Trinity

by constitutional remedies. Deafness Is
caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube gets Inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when It is entirely closed Deafness is the re
sult, aDd unless the inflammation can be
taken out and thl« tube restored to the nor
mal condition, hearing will be destroyed
forever ; nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an Inflamed
condition of the mucous surfaces. We will
give One Hundred Dollars for any case of
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can
not be cured bjr taking Hall's Catarrh Cure.
8end for circulars, free. F. J. CHENEY
& CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, price, 75c. per bottle.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

C hoice Seed Oats.

The seedoatsadvertised for sale in
this issue by B. F. Rambo, of Liu
field, is of a most prolific variety.
The writer saw the crop while it
was being harvested by Mr. Rambo
and be never saw oats that equaled
it in length of heads and straw.
Little G irl Fatally Burned.

Elma, the five-year-old daughter
of Mail Clerk Harvey Brownback,
of .Conshohocken,. who was bnrned
by her dress igniting from a lamp
which she was attempting to light
Thursday morning, died about 9
o’clock Thu^sday evening at Charity
Hospital, NorristowD.
Ex p re ss Company Sued.

Suit has been instituted by C. Z.
Weber, of Norristown, against the
United States Express Company to
recover $100 damages alleged to
have been sustained by the local
physician because of a delay in tbe
shipment of a piece of machinery.

every, week. It is uot
1808' the only pebble *on the
advertising beach* but
;
it, is one of them and
ft

T W E N T Y - F IF T H W E D D IN G
■ A N N IV E R S A R Y .

D R . K E L S E Y S P E A K S TO U R S IN U S
STU D EN TS.

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hoyter, of
Upper Providence, celebrated tbeir
twenty-fifth wedding anniversary
on Moqday evening, February 28.
Forty-five relatives and invited
guests participated in the joyous
occasion. Mr. and Mrs. Hoyer after
receiving the congratulations of
those present, invited the guests to
the dining-room, where a bounteous
supper awaited them. Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyer received many useful
gifts. The evening was spent iu a
social way; the young folks- enjoy
ing themselves with music, games,
etc., while the older folks gathered
in a circle and talked of bygone
days. At a convenient hour the
guests departed, wishing Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyer many more happy years
of wedded life. The following per
sons were present: Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Hoyer and family, Mr. John
Hoyer and lady, Mr. and Mrs. Jona
than Hoyer, Mr. John G. Detwijer
and family, Mr. Wm. Earnshaw and
daughter, Mrs. Audora Brownback,
Mr. and E. G. Brownback and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stearly
and family, Mr. and Mrs. John
Knauz and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Kratz and family, M,r. James
Hilborn and daughter, and Mr. and
Mrs. El wood Tyson aDd family.

The students of Ursinus College
were addressed on Tuesday even
ing by Dr. C. K. Kelsey, professor
of Sociology in University of Penn
sylvania, on the subject, the “Social
Cost of Progress.” In the course
of his remarks Dr. Kelsey made
many suggestive statements. He
declared that the real religion of to
day* is the one which deals with
present conditions and problems.
“ All other religions,” he said, “are
dying.” He declared that an educa
tional system which is designed for
the benefit of only 5 per cent, of the
children is fundamentally weak.
In speaking of evolution as a theory
which has had tremendous influ
ence in changing our religious
notions he made this statement:
“ The day df proving things from
texts from the Bible is past. We
know that you can prove almost
anything by the literature of a'
great people.” . I d concluding he
strongly emphasized the fact that
we are all under a great response
bility to promote social, moral and
Intellectual progress.

M ust Support H is Comm on Lsw
W ife.

John S. Egan, former manager of
Sanatoga Park, Pottstown, will have
to pay six dollars weekly toward
the support of his commoD law wife,
in accordance with an order of the
court. Judge Weand Monday morn
ing handed down a lengthy opinion
in which be dismissed the exceptions
which 'had been filed by Egan’s
attorney, Henry D. Saylor, of Potts
town. The epurtdefined tbe rights
of a common law wife, andcomfirmed
the order of tbe court whereby Egan
is to pay six dollars weekly toward
the support of tbe woman. Tbe
court in a review recalled the
fact that Egan bad frequently intro
duced the woman as his wife, and
even bad his own mother staying
with them. To his own mother be
is said to have introduced the wo
man as his wife. Under the circum
stances tbe woman has the rights of
a wife and as such must be suppor
ted by Egan.
Workman Fell 4 0 Feet.

Harry Yost, a well-known tin
smith, who resides at Ply month
Meeting, was badly injured in a fall,
Friday. He pluDged forty feet,
breaking a rib and painfully in
juring one arm. Yost was at work
on a house near King of-Prussia,
when the ladder on which he was
was stationed, slipped, throwing
him heavily to the ground, He was
immediately taken to his home,
where be is now under a physician’s care.
Both Legs C u t Off.

£

D EA TH S.

Mary Jane Detwiler, widow of
Daniel B. Detwiler, of Linfield,
died Saturday morning at the home
of her son, Charles Detwiler, in
Linfield. The cause of her death
was gangrene and she bad been
confined to her home for the last six
weeks as. a result of the disease.She was aged 67 years, 8 months
and 13 days. Four sons and two
daughters survive. The funeral
was held ou Tuesday. Service and
interment at the Dunkard meeting
house aod cemetery, Skippack;
undertakerF. W.Shalkop in charge.
Mrjs. Robarts, wife of J. O. K.
Robarts, editor of the Pbcenixville
Messenger, died Saturday morning
at the age of 77 years. Tbe hus
band and one daughter, Mrs. John
A. Yost, survive. Alsooue brother,
W. W. Thompson, editor of the
Local News of West Chester. Mrs.
Robarts spent practically the whole
of her long and useful'life in Pboenixville.
Union of Bankers Organized.

Last Thursday evening A. D.
Fetterolf, President, and Wm. D.
Renninger, Cashier, of, the National
Bank of this borough, attended a
banquet tendered bankers from
Maryland, New York and Pennsyl
vania at the American House Read
ing, by John R. Baer and L. O.
Davis, bank organizers with offices
in Washington D. C. Among the
speakers were Leslie M. Shaw, exGovernor of Iowa and Secretary of
the United States Treasury under
President Roosevelt. At -the ban
quet Mr. Baer acted as toastmaster
and submitted a plan to effect an
organization of 100 banks for tbe
purpose of mutual assistance in se
curing better investments and in
keeping in closei* touch with the
money centers of Philadelphia and
New York. An organization was
effected, pending more definite and
permanent action. Mr. Renninger
was Darned as one of the members of
the Executive Committee.

Joseph H. Lysinger, of Norris
town, a brakeman on the Reading
railroad, met with a terrible accident,
Tuesday, in a yard at Jersey City.
While attempting to board a moving
train * he fell beneath the wheels
and both legs were cut off. The
injured man’s wife and daughter
left for Jersey City immediately on
-State and County Offlcera tp be
hearing the news and are now at,
Choaein In November.
his bedside in a Jersey City hos
The next election will be held in
pital, where be lies in a most serious
November, when votes will be cast
condition.
for a Governor, Lieutenant Gov
ernor,
Auditor General, Secretary
Local Option M ass Meeting.
of Internal Affairs and State Treas
On Sunday afternoon March 6, at urer, as State officers, Congressman,
2.30, Rev. Homer W. Tope,' Dis as district officer; State Senator and
trict Superintendent of the Anti- members of the Legislature from
Saloon League, will address a mass the four districts in Montgomery
meeting in the U. B. church of Mont Co'unty, and a county committeeman
Clare. Everybody welcome.
from each district in the county.
Tbe uniform primary will be held
Stubborn as Moles
on June 22, when delegates will be
are liver and bowels sometimes ; seem to chosen to the State copvention.
balk without cause. Then there’s trouble—
Loss of Appetite—Indigestion, Nervousness, There will be an election for State
Despondency, Headache. But such troubles Treasurer because of the fact that
fl . before Dr. King’s New Life Pills, the
world’s best Stomach and Liver remedy. there is a vacancy due to the death
So easy. 35c. at Joseph. W. (Julbert’a drug of State Treasurer-elect Stober be
store, Colleseviile. and at M. T. Hunsicker’s
fore he took office.
store, Ironbridge.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS
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New Piano for U rsin u s.

A $660 piano was recently pur
chased bj’ Ursinus College and was
delivered there Wednesday. It was
placed in the auditorium and will
be used at chapel services. The in
strument was paid for by contribu
tions from friends of the college.

EVANSBURG.

IR O N B R fD C E.

OAKS.

M E M O R IA L TO S O N S O F
P E N N S Y L V A N IA .

Croup, grippe, and about every ill that
flesh is heir to, has visited tbiscommunity.
Work on the erection of the $140,TBKM S — *1.«» P E R YEAK
And this old-fashioned winter has its at 000 memorial to the sons of Pennsyl
s:
LA 4l)VAKOK.
s:
tendant ills and casualties as other sea-.
vania who fought in the battle of
sons that have passed and gone.
Gettysburg has been begun in
There are still patches of ice and snow,
T h u r s d a y , M a r. 3 , 1910.
souvenirs of the Christmas blizzard of earnest at Gettysburg. The" tablets
1909; but the rains and few warm days will contain the names of 22,000
CHURCH SERVICES.
have worn them away. The weather has Pennsylvanians as they appear on
been cold up to Saturday, excessively cold, the muster rolls on the night before
S t. Ja m es’ C hurch, Low er Providence, Kev. Unique Plan For Improving Roads.
and we are becoming quite, impatient for the opening of the fight.
F . S. B allentine, rector. M orning service and
Judge William E. Porter, of Law
the coming of spring. There was a mod
serm on, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve
n ing servloe and sermon, 3.
Holy Com rence county, has a unique plan for
eration of temperature, Saturday, and the
m union, F irs t Sunday in th e m onth. A.11 are
weather man, who knows all things, says A TO W N O F TJHE B R O N Z E A G E .
improving the roads. His plan is a
cordially invited and weleome
the cold wave has been broken. This oldDiscoveries of great archaeologi
fashioned winter has caused considerable
T rin ity Reform ed C hurch, Oollegeville, Rev. jail on wheels; that is, a place where
F. O. Yost, D. D., p asto r. Services n ex t S un prisoners can be locked up at night
discomfort to those who work out of cal importance are being made near
day a t 10 a. m . S unday School a t 9. Ju n io r and transported from place to place
doors, and we have been on our oars for Santa Vitoria (Cagliardi) in Sardinia,
C h ristian E ndeavor a t 2 p. m ., an d S enior O.
the last month, which has strained the whither many experts are now
and
employed
in
road-makipg
dur
E. a t 7 p. m.
strings to our pocketbook badly. We
ing
the
day.
During
the
last
sum
would be perfectly satisfied with few old- I bound. The ruins of an entire town
S t. P au l’s M em orial Ohuroh, n ear O aks S ta 
tio n , R ev. O . W . B arnes, R ector. S unday mer be put his idea to a test and the
fashioned winters, without it is possible have been excavated and numbers
Services—10.30 a. m .; 8.80 p. m. S unday School results were eminently satisfactory.
we could live in the old-fashioped way. af artistic objects have been recov
—2.16 p. m . V ested choir. F ree sittings.
Some people think the olden times were ered, all of which suggest that the
C o rd ial welcome. T he R ector residing in th e The prisoners graded away a high
the best times. So do we, if it were possi remains are those of a town of the
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi hill on the West Pittsburg road,
ble we could enjoy the pleasures of those
tatio n s or m inistrations. Address O aks P . O.
near 'JTew Castle, and constructed a
we loved in those days. Otherwise would bronze age. King Victor has sub
E vansburg M . E. C hurch.—S unday School a t cement bridge over a culvert 80
not care to be wafted back to the days scribed 300,000 lire towards the ex
9.46 a . m. Preaching a t 11 a. m. and 7.80 p. m.
when we gathered in the hay, a long time, cavation funds'.
feet long. The only expense to the
S t. L u k e ’s Reform ed C h u rch , T rap p e, Rev.
ago.
county
from
this
bridge
that
would
S L . M essinger, D .ll., pastor. S u n d ay Sohool
Mrs. Parsons and daughter visited
a t 9 a .m . P reaching a t 10 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. ordinarily have cost thousands of
N O R W A Y ’S M IN E R A L W E A L T H .
Philadelphia on Saturday.
Ju n io r E ndeavor p ray er m eeting a t 2 p#. m. dollars, was for the material and
Norway is a country of vast min
Y. P. S. U. E. prayer m eeting a t 0.46 p .m .
Miss Sarah Kulp, of Port Providence,
Blhie study m eetiug on W ednesday evening the services of an engineer. The
visited friends in Oaks and Perkiomen on eral wealth. The richest iron mines
a t 7.30 o’clock. All are m ost cordially Invited to men employed were sentenced from
are situated in the northern part of
Saturday.
a tte n d th e services.
10 to 90 days, and were informed
the country, as well as in the
The
Bateman
Vaudeville
will
give
an
U nited Evangelical C hurch, T rap p e C ircuit,
that the sentence would be mate
entertainment in the Firemen’s Hall this Trondhjemsbe. It has been calcu
Rev. Geo. R. Rlffert, pastor. T rap p e—P reach
Saturday evening. Admission 15 cents. lated that the mines at Sydvarager
ing a t 10 a. m.; S unday Sobool a t 2 p. m. L im  rially lessened if they would work
erick—P reaching a t 2.30 p. m.; S unday School on' the roads and not. attempt to
Proceeds, benefit of Fire Company.
contain 1,000,000,000 tons, and that
a t 1.30 p. ra. As th is is th e first S u n d ay in th e
A shoemaker shop has been erected near
new conference year, th e preaching will be escape. During last summer the
the feed store, and Mike something, an the yearly production will be 600,CREAM ERY.
done by the newly appointed pastor. All come men were employed without any
Italian
name, will repair all yonr boots 000 tons. Operations on these mines
and give him a prayerful h e arin g and a h e a rty guard and none tried to get away.
Mr. and Mrs. Garret H. Allebacb and shoes that need repairing.
will probably commence next sum
welcome.
celebrated their golden wedding ' Miss Edith Bard, of Reading, visited mer. The work at the Dunderlandsanniversary on Saturday a«d were friends in Perkiomen, Sunday.
COURT SEN TEN CES.
dalen mines has been stopped for
P assenger train s leave Oollegeville for P hila
The
Ladies’
Aid
Society
met
at
Rev.
the
recipients
of
a
lot
of
nice
pressome time, but it will be resumed iu
delphia : 7.08, 7.46, 11.27 a m., 6.06 p. m. S un
A session of plead guilty court
days—7.13 a. in., 6.88 p. m. F o r Allentown*.
sents. Those present were: Rev. Mr. McKee’s residence, Tuesday afternoon. the near future, when the Swedish
T.46,11.02a. m., 2.57, 6.05 p. m. S undays—9.02 was held Monday afternoon at Nor
The revival meetings closed Wednesday method of treating the ore will be
a. m„ 7.3# p. m.
and Mrs. Amos K. Bean, Christian
ristown.
Freyer, David Longaker, Mrs. evening.
employed, with the hope that the
John Bahum was charged with
U. Francis Sr. attended the funeral
Lizzie Hildebrandt, Mr. and Mrs. ofJohn
John Highley of Roxboro on Monday. works will produce 1,000,000 tons a
the theft of $35 and clothing from
John Markley, Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Mr. Highley was buried in the Westmin year. It is estimated that the mines
a Reading railway bunk bouse, at
LO C A L, C O U N T Y AND
Fox, Mrs. David Allebacb, Mr. and ster cemeteay, West Philadelphia. Mr. in the Tromso district contain about
Linfield. Sentenced to 3 years in
Mrs. C. H. Allebachj Mr. and Mrs. Highley leaves a wife but no children. He 30,000,000 tons of ore. Machinery
STATE N EW S.
county jail.
H. H. Allebacb, Wilmer, Iva and was on the police force for a quarter of a has lately been erected in these
Sfe. ....... ...................................... <&£
century or more. ,
Wm. Crothers, of Pottstown, was
Ethel Allebacb, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
mines. The yield will be about
W ords .of Appreciation.
Reports from Mr. 1 R. Weikel and
charged by Annie Bergey, his sis
Allebacb, Susan, Sallie, Jonas, Thomas
200,000 tons per annum. Several
Bevan,
they
were
getting
better.
Quite' a number of our readers ter-in-law, 609 Willow Street, Nor
Kathryn and Sarah Allebach, Miss Mrs. I. R. Weikel, however, has an attack other mines in the north indicate
have expressed their appreciation ristown, with stealing her gold
Longaker, Misses Idaand Essie Alle of grippe.
abundance of iron ore.
of the recent change in the make-up watch, January 20, while the family
bach, Katie Fox, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Saturday •and Sunday were so near
of the I n d e p e n d e n t . Needless to wasata funeral. He was sentenced
Bv Hendricks, Mr^and Mrs. P. A. Spring days that there are Spring breezes
say their encouragement is grati to one year in the county jail.
Metz and son Claude, Mr. and Mrs. in the air, and several more on the way. P H O S P H O R E S C E N T F O R E S T S .
Two blackbirds were bold enough to start
fying to the editor.
The phosphorescence of certain
C. R. Hunsicker and daughter north. An old weather man says, one
William Marshall, pleaded guilty
agaries
of Borneo has more than
Marion.
,
more snow then we will have spring
to stealing a horse from the Florey
once
demoralized
the superstitious
Married.
weather.
The
cold
waves
should
be
put
stock farm, at Centre Square.
. A Bell telephone was 'installed in
in col((, storage. Last week’s cold waves natives and astonished whites.
On the 23d ult., at the parsonage Sentenced to not less than 1 1-2
the Creamery building last week.
were most severe.
Some years ago a party of Englishof St. Liike’s Reformed church, years, not more than 10 years, in
Services at Lower Mennonite
Kind President Taft complains of being ish engineers found it necessary to
Trappe, by Rev. S. L. Messinger, the Eastern State Penitenitary.
hammered by the press of the land. Well, survey a tract of low lying country
church Sunday at 10 a. m.
D. D., Wilmer W. Allebacb, of
be is more able to stand it than a lean,
Daniel B. Yerk pleaded guilty
B.
F.
R.-Smith
of
Jeffersonville,
which was almost impenetrable, and
Trappe, was united in marriage to
lank man.
LIM ER ICK .
to embezzlement of $85 from the
son of W. G. Smith of this place, is
Martha R. Keyser, of Lower Provi.
The strike reminds us of the man from to blaze the trail natives were em
Prudential Insurance Co., at PottsMiss C. T. Hunsicker and Mi$£ bedfast with a. complication of dis Hamburg, Pa., who often asked us in a ployed to work at night, others dur
deuce.
town. Yerk said be took from $4 to Mae Benson, of Philadelphia, were eases.
joking way what did General Washington ing the day. The former came into
say. Well, what did he say ? Why, be camp one night stating that they
$9 a week and took the money to callers in town on Saturday evening.
C.
R.
Hunsicker
is
one
of
the
ap
Orchard Train Crowded.
ware of foreign influence. Did General could not go through a portion of
support his wife and two small
praisers
of
the
Centre
Point
store
W. I. Kline was in Philadelphia
Washington see in the dim future the fight
The State orchard demonstration children. Yerk lives at Swamp.
or forest, strange
stock this week.
between capital and labor 9 Are not the bush
train spent two hours at Norristown Sentenced to 6 months in the county over Saturday and Sunday.
“spirits”
on
the
trees telling them
strikes,
mob
rule,
and
lawlessness
the
Daniel H. Kulp on Tuesday
Thursday and the cars were crowded jail.
Walter Loucks, of Shiloh, N. J.,
production of a foreign influence ? There that evil would befall them if they
caught
25
nice
suckers
in
tbePerkiwith prominent orcbardists from
were no strikes here until the million a continued. The-“ spirits” proved to
visited his parents. Mr. Loucks is
omen.
year rush came to this country to work
within a radins of 10 miles. Ad
principal of the High School at
Mr. and Mrs. Clem. Bean took a for the lowest wage and make it a hard be a magnificent display of phos
dresses and demonstrations were^ r
Shiloh.
ship for an American to make a living, phorescence emanating from agaries
trolley ride to Souderton, Sunday.
made by State Zoologist H. A. Sur i :
and what was .ever gained by striking! growing upon the dead limbs of the
The Willing Workersof St. James’
face, E. C. Bowers, of Lancaster,
After an enforced idleness of five weeks bead trees. These vegetable fire
Lutheran Sunday School will hold
and Cyrus T. Fox, of Reading.
we went to work on Tuesday.
bodies were traced for a consider
CRATERFO RD .
another sale of fancy work, cakes,
Professor Surface said it was the
TRAPPE.
Work will begin on the bridge over the able distance, producing a most re
pies, candies, etc., at T. D. Kline’s
Mennonite Brethren in Christ Perkiomen the first of March.
largest crowd that has yet greeted
There are whisperings anent the
markable exhibition, the light in
Sunday scbool next Sunday at 9.15.
the train. From Norristown the probable candidacy of one of the on March 19, 1910.
Improvements will be made all along some places being so brilliant that
Preaching
by
Rev.
R.
Bergstresser
the line, and when the weather opens and
Mr. Edwin Landis has moved to
train went to Dresher, where an citizens
the old town for the
at 10.15.
Springtime comes, business will open in it was difficult to believe that the
Pottstown.
other large crowd assembled, as Legislature.
forest was not afire. To test the
earnest.
The singing school at Hill Top
was the case at Narcissa and King
A.
H.
Wein
contemplates
building
brilliancy the men held papers near
Rev.
Mr.
McKee,
pastor
of
the
Green
Mrs. Andora Brownback, and Mr.
farm on Friday evening was visited
of Prussia.
Tree church, preached a very able sermon the most brilliant portions and read
and Mrs. E. G. Brownback, attended a new barn this summer.
by Rev. J. H. Smith and wife of
morning. His subject, Will a by the light.
Mr. Harvey Yorgey left the mill Ohio, Mrs. Rev. R. Bergstresser of Sunday
the silver wedding anniversary of
man rob God?
R eal Estate and Stocks Sold.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hoyer of on March 1, and will go to work for Graterford' and Wilson Undercoffier Mr. and Mrs. Norris Dettra and family
At the public sale of the real estate Upper Providence, Monday evening. H. W. Rouse.
T H E A M E R IC A N H E N .
of the West Chester Normal School. of Phoenixville visited Mr. ,aud Mrs. John
and personal effects of the late A.
B.
Dettra,
Sunday.
It is claimed that the average pro
E.
S. Poley, contractor and - Lewis Schott was in Norristown Rev. Smith remarked that the class
P. Fritz, deceased, at Limerick
was well trained under their pro Mr. and Mrs. John R&dcliff, of Phila duction of a hen is 200 eggs per
over
Saturday
and
Sunday.
builder,
says
the
prospects
for
the
Square last week, one lot containing
delphia, visited friends in Oaks, Sunday. annum, but it is safe to assume that
gressive teacher, E. Fry Wismer.
a stone house was bought for Mary coming season in the line of build
Mary Fritz bought the mill prop
Mrs. William Seezer, of Norristown, is
Milton S. Hallman and daughters visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. Harry the actual is much below this figure.
Fritz for $1400; 13 acres of woodland ing operations are good.
erty for $1575.
Adopting the very conservative
Katharyn and Anna spent Saturday Campbell, Sr.
in Limerick township, near Neiffer,
Percy Mathieu has been oh the
Augustus Neiffer is able to be evening with A. A. Wismer and
figure of 120 eggs per hen per an
Miss
Aiman,
of
Norristown,
was
a
vis
went to Albert Yorgey, of Limerick sick lisVtbe past few days.
about again.
num, we find on the above basis of
itor
to
Perkiomen,
Sunday.
family.
Square, for $65 per acre; 2 fields
Mrs. Wilson Brunner is recover
production there are 150,000,000 lay
The
paths
along
the
roadside
are
drying
Elwood Weidenbach will move; Miss Viola Bergstresser spent
(about 7 acres) at Limerick Square ing from an attack of grippe.
off
and
the
roads
also,
getting
ready
for
ing
hens in the United States re
from town in a few weeks.
Sunday with Miriam Wismer at Hill that March dust which is so necessary for
were bought by F: H. Peterman at
sponsible
for the production of 18,Ralph Wismer and Miss Sue Fry
$70 per acre. Spring City bank
promising yields, and those who must
Mrs. Schott is able to be about Top farm.
000,000,000
eggs. At the farm price
are
visiting
in
Reading.
stock brought $155, Royersford
A. A. Wismer will have charge of walk find it pleasant exercise. Instead of of 20 cents per dozen the total in
again, and the same can be said
bank stock $134, Mutual Trust Com
services at the County Home on wading in snow we have good solid foot come derived from each hen annu
Jonas Fisher’s sale of horses at about Mrs. H. H. Schlichter.
ing, and where the gates do not swing
Sunday afternoon at 2 p. m.
pany of Philadelphia, $50, Bridge Beckman’s hotel this Thursday..
. outward over the pathway, there are no ally would amount to $2. Allowing
Wm. Frankenberger and wife
port bank stock $115.
J. T. Wismer and A. A. Wismer obstructions to hinder.
40 cents for maintenance and 10
G.
W. Seanor will hold his firstwere In Norristown on Sunday.
bad jackets put on their gasoline Threatening weather prevailed Sunday cents for depreciation, which latter
public sale of fresh cows for 1910 at
Miss Laretta Remington spent engines. Daniel Tyson did the afternoon, and as April showers come
Murder.
the Lamb hotel next Monday.
ahead of time sometimes, we might have would wipe out the market value of
several days in Norristown.
work.
the hen in four years, irrespective
A murder was committed in
showers this time.
On February 16, at the Lutheran

Mr. Rudolph has moved his stored
household goods from the home of
Mr. Reuter to that of John Long.
Mr. Reuter has sold his Philadel
phia home. Will make his home at
his country residence.
Some of our fishermen made good
hauls on Monday while the ereek
was raising.
Preaching in the chapel Sunday
evening, March 13, by an Ursinus
College student.
Mrs. Frank Mo^er and family of
Mingo, visited her parents, on
Saturday and Subday.
Mr. Henry Aucby is spending
several days with his daughter at
Montgomery Square helping her
to get ready to move to Lansdale.
. The Knights of the Golden Eagle
will meet next Saturday night.
Mrs. James Ryback is sick in bed.
Miss. Bertha Moyer spent Satur
day and Sunday at her home in'
Sellersville.
Stanley H. Hunsicker and wife
spent Saturday and Sunday with
his parents.
Mr. Wm. Sheetz, one of the Union
carmen of Philadelphia is speeding
some time with his father, Rev. A.
K. Beau.
Mr. W. K. Nace is suffering with
, the grippe.
If our supervisors are ip doubt as
to whether they will be able to find
any work on our roads I think it
it would be a good idea if they would
travel them at this time while muddy.
Miss. C. L. Hunsicker is a grippe
sufferer.
The next regular meeting of the
Silver Link Society will be held in
the Union chapel on Sutiday evening,
March 5. Program: Organ prelude,
Mrs. J. Louis Kline;' recitation,
Edna Kramer; reading, Cora Hun
sicker; vocal solo, Mrs. Kline;
monologue, E. Fry Wismer; recita
tion, Adna Goldsbalk; vocal duet,
Mary UndercoflfierandGraceKramer;
book worm personals, Harry Ringler, Essay on Boss Wismer’s girl,
Earl Moyer; Blossom, May Hun
sicker.

Elizabeth Weber and Imogene
Ballentine returned to the State
Nortbal School at West Chester on
Tuesday afternoon.
On Monday evening twelve mem
bers of Benevolent Council No. 25,
O. of I. A. paid a visit to John
F. Hartranft Council at Norristown,
where they met the officers of the
State Council of Pennsylvania.
Mr. and Mrs. Scatchard enter
tained Rev. and Mrs. Steck on Sun
day.
D. M. Casselberry, Aaron Musick,
R. H. Grater and James Reiner are
all suffering with the grip
Entertainment at the M. E.
Church on Saturday evening.
Admission 15 cents.
According to the Norristown
Herald, there may be some more
automobile races on Skippack hill
iu the near future, and it is even
stated that one or two members of
the Norristown Automobile Club
have been already speeding their
machines on the bill. Our super
visors should sit up and take notice
of this. The result of the last elec
tion in this township should teach
them that the taxpayers do not
forget.

From Correspondents.

Hoopestown, Upper Dublin town
ship, this county, Friday night.
Robert Rogers was the victim.
While sitting in a room at his board
ing house, he was eating a piece of
candy when Harry Keese came up
to him and asked for a piece of the
candy. Rogers is said to have bit
ten off the remainder of the candy
from the stick and to have held up
the bare stick of wood on which the
candy had been. It is alleged
that this angered Keese and that
when he was unable to get the candy
he said pulling out a revolver,
“ Take that then.’’ At the same
time be pulled the trigger. The
bullet entered Rogers’ brain and he
fell unconscious on the floor of the
room. It is said that the murder
er was intoxicated when he commit
ted the atrocious crime. He is -in
jail awaiting trial.

Mr. Geo. Swavely was in Potts
parsonage, of this bourough, by Rev. town a few days.
W. O. Fegely, Edwin L. Miller,of
Mrs. Jesse Hartzel is about the
Areola, was united in matrimony to
same.
Lillian K- Dunlap, of Oaks.
Miss Nora Yorgey was in Norris
Rev. F. B. Yocum is the new pas
town
the past week.
tor of the United Evangelical church.
Rev. Mr. Riffert willgotoLocustdale.
Both the St. James’ Lutheran and
Reformed Sunday schools are re
hearsing for their Easter entertain
AR CO LA.
ments. They have selected very
Miss Elsie Patterson spent/Sun- good programs.
day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A few Limerick folks attended
Geo. Patterson.
the Institute at Sanatoga this week.
Miss Mamie Patterson was the
The following is a report of Fair?
guest of Miss Auda M. Highley.
view school for the month ending
Augustus H. Stetler and son Ray February 24: Number of pupils on
mond visited his parents Mr. and roll, 28. Those present every day,
Mrs. J. Leedom Stetler.
j Rosie Mastro, Florence Smith,
The members of the Areola base Emma Landis, Willard Moser, Sam
ball team are preparing for a lively uel Alderfer, Horace Landis and
Henry Tyson,
campaign the coming season.

Rev. J. G. Shireman of Philadel
phia preached in the M. B. in C.
church on Wednesday afternoon.
The Scholl’s school literary society
held their monthly meeting on Fri
day afternoon last, when a very in
teresting program was rendered.
The visitors present were Rev. and
Mrs. Amos K. Bean, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Bean, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Reiff, Mrs. Joseph Hunsicker, Mr.
and Mrs. William Scheetz, Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Ludwig, and Mr.
and Mrs. George Foulke, Frank
.Hartman, Charles Wismer, Wilson
Undercoffier, Alice Wismer, Ethel
Tyson, Miriam Wismer, Emma K.
Wismer, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bean,
Harry, Scheetz, Flora Ludwig, Ruth
Ludwig and Norman Detwiler. The
society returns thanks to those
present. The regular meetings are
held the last Friday of each month.

A Canine Feat.
A blind man, guided by a large and
athletic dog, went down the street the
other day. Just as they turned a cor
ner the blind man’s dog saw a dog it
knew and darted forward in a way
that threw the sightless mendicant to
the ground. He was speedily assisted
to his feet, however, by a waggish
passerby, who remarked that he had
heard some remarkable stories of the
feats performed by dogs, but this was
the first time he had ever known one
to pull down the blind.
In Loubt.
Mrs. Meadow (at Paris hotel)—Ooo!
There’s a fly in this soupl
Mr. Meadow (who has traveled a lit
tle)—Hush, Miranda; don’t speak so
loud! No use exposin’ our ignorance.
This bill of fare is all in French, and
mebby we ordered fly soup.—London
Tit-Bits.

of salvage when the period of pro
duction is over, the net profit per
hen per annum amounts to $1.50.
This profit according to Wall street
standards, capitalized on a five per
cent, income basis would place a
nominal value of $30 on each hen.
For the 150,000.000 hens this would
amount to the enormous total of
$4,500,000,000. That the American
hen can return a yield of 5 per cent,
per annum on a capitalization of
$4,500,000,000 appears nothing short
of remarkable, but such is the case.
The entire uutstanding capital obli
gations of the railroads of the United
States in 1907 were less than four
times this amount or $16,062,146,683,
while the total paid out in interest
and dividends represented but 4.06
per cent, of this amount.—Wall
Street Journal.
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SALE OF

FRESH COWS!

ANTED.
Clover hay. Apply to
- IRVIN P. KNIPE, Areola, Pa

w
3-17.

A N TED .
A boy on a farm. Must know bow
to milk. Apply to
H. H. FETTEROLF, Collegeville, Pa

W

Will be sold a t public sale on FRIDAY,
MARCH 4, 1910, at Perkiomen Bridge
hotel, 25 fresh cows, with ^calves, direct
ANTED.
from Centre county. Gentlemen, I will
Situations for boys and girls from
have a load of good cows of my own se
fourteen
to eighteen years of age, country
lection. Come and see them and judge for
yourselves. Sale a t 2 o’clock. Condi preferred. For full particulars write to
HOUSE OF DETENTION,
tions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
19 W. Airy St., Norristown, Pa
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk. 2-24.

W

O E A N O R ’S PU B L IC SALE OF

FRESH COWS!
. Will be sold a t public sale on MONDAY,
MARCH 7, 1910, at Miller’s Lamb Hotel,
Trappe, 25 fresh cows and close springers.
Most all are fresh, with good calves.
Gentlemen, this is my first sale in 1910, for
which I have selected a toad of superior
co we. They are good sized and big milk
ers and include some large Durhams. I
make special mention of a fine Guernsey
cow and a choice Holstein, both hard to
beat. If in need of cows don’t miss this
chance, for all will be sold for the high
dollar, rain or shine. Although having
changed my place I have not’changed my
way. Sale, March 7, 1910, a t 2 o’clock,
sharp. Conditions by
G. W. SEANOR.
W. Pierson, auct. A. T. Allebach, clerk.

or rent.
Two 7-room houses on Fifth avenue,
Collegeville. For particulars apply to
DR. S. B. HORNING,
3 3. >
Collegeville, Pa.

F

.
A house in good repair, containing
F
seven rooms and attic. Near Perkiomen
or rent

Bridge. Apply to
A. K. HUNSICKER, Collegeville.

or rent.
A farm of 64 acres on Evansburg
road and Trolley pike." Good buildings
and neverfailing spring. Apply to
HENRY K. BOYER,
3-3-3t.
Collegeville, Pa.

F

.
House for small family at Iron bridge.
F
Apply to
I. P. WILLIAMS,
or rent

2-8.

Areola, Pa.

.
A i)iouse and one acre of ground, near
F
Audubon. Apply to
or rent

OHIO HORSES!

3-17. .

©

f

t

f t

Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, MARCH 3, 1910, a t Beckman’s
hotel, Trappe, Pa., one carload of extra
line horses from Ohio, where I selected
them myself. I consider this the best load
I ever shipped here. They range in age
from 3 to 6 years, have good colors, good
size and weight. Among the load is a
team, bays, well mated, 5 years old, weigh
2500 pounds, are trotters and show good
action and are extra good ones. The bal
ance are draft and general purpose horses.
They can be seen three days prior to day
of sale. I will have buyers for fat horses
here who will pay cash for the same
whether you buy or not. Sale a t 1 o’clock
p. m. Conditions by
JONAS P. FISHER.
F. H. Peterman, Auctioneer.
SALE OF ONE CAR
LOAD OF
P UBLIC

Missouri H orses!

€
Will be sold a t public sale on MONDAY,
MARCH 7, 1910, at Dunn’s hotel, Graterford, Pa., one carload of Missouri horses,
ranging in age from 3 to 6 years old, good
color, size and style. You know the last
load was hard to beat, and tbis is just as
good. We will put up every horse and
try to sell him whether he makes or loses
money. We will take horses in exchange,
but they must be shown before 10 a. m. ou
day of sale. Tbe last load was late in
coming, but we will try and have this load
here for inspection on Saturday before.
Sale a t 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions by
WHITBY BROTHERS.
Ellwood Miller, auct. M. S. Moyer, clerk.
n U B L I C BALE OF

ALBERT CRAWFORD,
Audubon, Pa.

or rent.
A small bouse, with garden, in
Lower Providence, not far from Areola
Station. -Will be rented for a year, or
from April 1 to November 1. Apply at
THIS OFFICE.

F

arm fo r sa le.
About 39 acres, near Royersford.
Fine for trucking. Bargain. Possession
in 30 days. Particulars address
H. L. SHOMO, Attorney,
3-3-3t.
Royersford, Pa.

F

.
Green Mountain potatoes of first
F
quality, for the table or for seed. Apply
o r nale

to
2-24

J. M. VANDERSLICE,
Collegeville, Pa.

.
Stone dwelling house located on
F
Main street, Collegeville, containing n
o r bale

rooms. One of the most prominent loca
tions in the borough. Apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF,
12-16.
Collegeville, Pa.
o r nale.
A fine black horse 6 years old, 17
F
hands high; weight, 1400 lbs.; perfectly

sound. AIso 8 galvanized iron tanks 2x2x
6 feet. Apply to
SAMUEL O’MALLEY.
Custer Farm, north of Trappe.
. 2-17.
R BALE.
fthe'OIsaac
Slab wood sawed in stove lengths on
.Longstreth tract, entrance at

tbe residence of D. H. Buckwalter on the
road leading from Trappe to Graterford.
Bell Phone 17x, Centre Point.
E. B. PLACE,
11-4.
R. D. 2, Norristown, Pa.
.
Rose Comb Brown Leghorns—75cts.
E
for 15; $4 per hundred. Orders received
gon f o r h a t c h in g

Personal Property !
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, MARCH 10, 1910, at tbe; residence
of Henry Prizer on Fifth avenue, in tbe
borough of Collegeville, tbe following
personal property: Garden tools, vinegar
barrels, apple butter pots, fruit Jars,
chicken house, washing machine, wash
tubs, wine press, axes, shovels, post spade,
bird cages, cbickens and coops, copper
kettle, wash boiler, iron kettles, wheel
barrow. Household Goods — Extension
table, large cupboard, 2 bedroom suits, 40
yards carpet, 1 range, 1 stove, chairs,
bureaus, lounges, couches, knives and
forks, dishes, oil cans, bath tub, buckets
and boxes. These goods are first-class in
every respect. Many other articles too
numerous to mention which will be gath
ered together by day of sale. Sale at I
o'clock. Conditions, cash.
HENRY PRIZER.
L. H. Ingram, auct.

now tor 2-day old chicks, one hundred—
ten dollars; fifty for six dollars. All from
regular egg machines.
2-10-3m.
H. R. PARKER, Trappe, Pa.
R A A BUBHELB NEED OATN
O U U
FO R SALE.
This is Long’s White T artar Side Oats,
weighs 86 lbs. to tbe bushel and averaged
5 feet in straw length; stiff straw that
don’t easily lodge. This oats yielded 600
bushels on 8 acres last season and re
quired 8 balls of Manilla twine to tie it;
is dust proof and perfectly clean. Price
$1.00 lor measured bushel. Those wishing
No. 1 oats for seed should send in tbeir
orders now, as it is going fast.
3-3.
B. F. RAMBO, Linfield, Pa.
L aw n rei

J3U R L IC SALE OF

Household Goods!
Will be sold at public sale on SATUR
DAY, MARCH 5, 1910, on the premises
late of Louvinia Kline, deceased, in Upper
Providence township, Montgomery county,
one mile west of Trappe, on the P. & R.
pike near township line, the following
household goods, viz.: Kitchen range and
pipe, good as new; small stove, tables,
rocking and other chairs, carpets, china,
earthen and tinware, silver and other
knives, forks Snd spoons, cooking utensils
of all kinds, bedsteads, wasbstands, quilts
and other bed clotbing, feather beds, bol
sters and pillows, table linens, wash tubs,
cupboard, looking glasses, old-style 24nour, grandfather clock, firewood, and
numerous sundry articles not mentioned,
bale to commence a t 1 o’clock p. m. Con
ditions by
JEROME P. KLINE,
M. B. LINDERMAN,
F. H. Peterman, auct.
Executors.

[

reliable

I f yon want the best Seeds, Plants,
Bulbs, etc., call or write for a free
copy of

to the Board of Supervisors in relation to
Kates so swung as to hang open over the
sidewalks, wbicb are public highways,
thereby causing obstruction to pedestrians
aod in some cases at night, rendering
them liable to injury.
The Board of Supervisors has therefore
decided to. ask tbe oo-operation of all
Property owners by requesting them to
have their gates hung so as to swing in
ward and not outward over the public
highway. I t is believed by the Board of
bupervisors that when the attention of
property owners is called to this, matter,
*t will not be necessary for tbe Board to
any further action in preventing
what is an illegal encroachment upon the
Public highways.
„ By order of Bourd of Supervisors.
*■10-41.
F. F. BARBER, Secretary.
■pM>R BALE.
i
188 acres in tbe mild climate of
*WR|Jand, 30 acres in woodland, balance
tillable. 8-room frame dwelling with celand attic; stable and sheds; some
“PPte and pear trees. Tbe land is adapted
Srain, grass, and has a fine spring of
water- Only 8 miles from ChesoSSow“>. a town with a population of
Pr«», $6200.00. Catalogue/on reoo
“•

J. WATERS RUSSELL,
Real Estate Broker,
Chestertown, Md.

Thursday, February 24.
Thirty-seven states were represented
at the meeting of the Rural Free De
livery Carriers’ Mutual Benefit as so
ciation convention at Cincinnati, when
a national organisation was formed.
The discovery was made tha*
thieves had been plundering the Sev
enth regiment armory, in New York
of fixtures and decorations worth over
$2000. Among the loot were two bronze
candelabra, each ten feet tall and
weighing a ton.
Visions of a fortune were shattered
along with the interior of a kitchen
in Roxbury, Mass., when Charles Dia
, mond and Atkinson Sayles were seri
cusly injured in an explosion, result
ng from their attempts to "cook”' t
new washing powder of theix own in
vention.
Friday, February 25.
With anti-toxin prepared by the
army medical laboratory at Washing
ton. army surgeons in a series of tests
are inoculating officers and men
against typhoid fever at Fort Wads
worth, Staten Island.
Jacob Bollinger and wife, prominent
residents of Campbellfown, Lebanon
county, Pa., died at their home within
four hours of each other. The wife
died of pneumonia and the husband
' expired from shock. They .were sev
enty years of age.
Word was received by the Washing
ton police that John Ward Sturgis,
formerly a bookkeeper in the National
Savings and Trust company, of that
'city; who is wanted on th e change of
forgery and grand larceny, has been
captured in New Orleans.
Saturday, February 26.
Deputy Sheriff W. H. Luck, in an
effort to arrest a colored man, was
shot and instantly killed by the pris
oner, who in turn was killed by two
other deputy sheriffs.
The largest American flag, 160 by 80
feet, is now used to cover the lilies
that are being raised' in the Phipps
conservatory in Schenley park for the
■Faster flower show at Pittsburg.
Wearing a wfg and blue gogg’es.
George Capron, thirty-two years old
who is charged with absconding with
$5000 of the funds of the United States
Express company, for whom he was;
cashier at the Englewood branch in
Chicago, was arrested in a hotel 1obbv
in that city.
Monday, February 28.
Henry Koch, two years old, was ter
riblv scalded at Danville, Pa., by the
accidental overturning of a coffeepot
Antonio Mangano. who killed his
wife and three children last Decem ber,
was sentenced at Cleveland, O., io b electrocuted on July 15.
Accidentally turning on the gas in a
room in which his mother had lock^l
him, ten-year-old Patrick Guineas of
Providence, R, I., was found asphyx
iated.
Thomas J Quinn, fifty years ojd, >.
prominent mining contractor and' a
leading member of the Eagles. EF-s
and A. O. H., of Shenandoah, Pa., wzs
killed at the Ellangowan colliery by a
fail of coal.
Tuesday, March 1.
Andrew W. Blakeman, seventy-four
years old, a Civil War veteran, died
Utica, N. Y., and three hours later hi'
wife, aged seventy-two years, died.
Charles Bowser, of New York. c~1
ored, was electrocuted in Sing Sint
prison, at Ossining, N. Y., for the mu
rder. Of Eug»ne Hutchinson, also color
ed, last April.
Attacked in her home at Cleveland
O., by a tramp who had foreed hi«
way .into the house, Ethel Bates, four
teen years old, had her hair clipped
by her assailant, who escaped.
•
Fire destroyed one of two large
storage warehouses of the Seaboard
Air line at Wilmington, N. C., with
adjoining sheds containing a large
amount of fertilizers. Loss, $160,000.
Wedhesday, March 2.
Davis Bell, 105 years old, who wa=
a friend of Davy Crockett, died at the
home of his son at Tulsa, Okla. Bell
was a veteran of the Mexican and the
Civil Wars.
J. A. La Follette, former treasurer
of Guernsey county, was sentenced—t
Cambridge, O., to five years at hard
labor and a fine of $8400 for embez
zling county funds.
At Laurinsburg, N. C., W alter H.
Neal, Jr., twenty-four years old, a son
of former Judge W alter H. Neal, of
Wilmington, N. C., was killed by the
accidental discharge of his gun.
In a fit of jealousy, Samuel Cochran
shot and instantly .killed his wife at
Tom’s Creek, W. Va. On returning to
his home 't is said he found Mrs.
Cochran in company with Thomas
Turner.

PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.

o t ic e t o t a x p a y e r s o f

U p p er F r o v id e u c e T o w n sh ip .
NNumerous
complaints have been made

CONDENSED NEWS ITEML.
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who who
will;
but the
A .D R EE
R
714 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia , |
curator
of the. Colorado
IJormal
School will go right on raising
reptiles by the hundreds, and will,
furthermore, liberate them on the
surrounding country and see them
go wriggling off into the grass.
This be is doing in order to assist
farmers , in killing off the mice and
other field pests, for the snake con
siders tbe field mouse to be about as
dainty a dish as could be set before
him. The varieties which are be
ing raised are harmless, so that the
lives of th e' fartaers will hot be
imperiled by their liberation. The
curator of the Normal School an
nounces that he will get Some speci
mens of tbe Kansas king and blacksnakes and raise some oi them for
tbe purpose of turning them loose
on the rattlesnakes of Colorado, as
both are deadly enemies of the
rattlers.

The Latest Closing Prices For Produce
and Live Stock.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR quie.,
winter low grades, $4.40@4.60; winter
clear, $5@5.25; city mills, fancy, $6.10
@6.40.
RYE FLOUR steady, at $4.25@4.40
per barrel.
WHEAT firm; No. 2 red, $1.26@1.28.
CORN firm; No. 2 yellow, local. 68%
@69c.
OATS steady; No. 2 white. 54@
54%c.; lower grades, 52c.
POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 17 @
18c.; old roosters, 13@13%c. Dressed
firm; choice fowls, 19c.; old roosters
14c.
BUTTER Steady; extra creamery
34c. per lb.
EGGS firm; selected, 27@29c.; near
by, 24c.; western, 24c.
POTATOES firm; per bush., 50@53c

A LAUGH ALL AROUND.

3

^

B . HO RNING , N . D .,

J J E N R Y BO W ER,

P r a c tis in g P h y s ic ia n ,
And, as Usual, Those Who Laughed
V e te r in a r y S u r g e o n ,
-Last Laughed Best.
1) O L L £ G £ V I L L £ , P a.
Telephone in office.
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .
Office H ours u n til 9 a. m.
“Common decency is cheap abroad.”
Bell
’Phone
23 x.
said the man who had just returned
from tr'e first trip to Europe. “During
Y. W EBER, 91. D m
all the time I was on tbe continent I
S. G. FIN K B1N ER ,
was subjected to discourtesy in but
u .
one instance, and I think I got awa.v
P r a c tis in g P h y s ic ia n ,
R eal E s ta te a n d In su ra n c e ,
with -t then, at that.
S B U R G , F a . Office H o u r s : U n til 9
“We were crossing one of the Swiss 4V Aa.Nm.;
7 to 9 p. m. K ey sto n e’Phone No. 17,
L O A N S and IN V E S T M E N T S , N O T A R Y
passes by 'Mligence. or coach, and
stopped °ff
luncheon at some little
P U B L IC . R O Y E R S F O R D , PA .
town
It was hot. and I suppose I g A sK R U S M y S to D .,
made rather a comical sight in my
N O R R IS T O W N , P A .
J O H N J. R A D C L tFF,
shirt sleeves and black glasses, with
O F F IC E RO O M S : T H IR T Y , T H IR T Y -T W O
a handkerchief over my collar, as I
A&D T H IR T Y -F O U R B O Y E R A R C A D E .
stepped out of the vehicle to tbe road
9
T b lbphones , B ell 71&d P a i n t e r a n d P a p e r H a n g e r
1 suppose, too. that the brand ol Hours , 28 to
to 8
K eystone 807
M A IN S T R E E T (n ear borough line) CO L
French in which 1 tried to ask ques
7 to 8
Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
L E G E V IL L E , PA . C ontracts ta k e n and good
tions was pretty ragged.
work an d m aterial guaranteed., F u ll line wall
p ap er and p a in t for sale.
“Anyway, a group of young French
H . CORSON, M. D .
men wafting in a carriage while their
team was changed saw in me their
E Y E S C A R E F U L L Y ’ .TE X ' A M I N E D '
H o m e o p a th i s t,
long lost original scream, and tbe way
L E N S E S A C C U R A T E L Y GROUND;
they laughed was convincing, if not C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A . O F F IC E —M ain St.
EXPERT FRAME
A D J U S T F‘ (t
and F ifth A venue.
flattering
They weren’t backward
about pointing out the real, racy bits
Offic e H ours—U n til 9 a. m.; 1 to 8 and 7 to
A. B . P ARKE R ; ?
1-27.
in the picture either, and they only 9 p. m.
Optometrist
laughed harder when I glared a t them
2
1
0
D
eK
alb
Street
N O R R IST O W N . PAv
mildly.
Another American and 1
R . S. D . CORNISH,
trudged off for lunch, and when we D
came back there was the bunch ready
D E N T IS T ,
J J A N IE L M. ANDERS,
to take up tbe howl a t me again. I
C O L L E G E V IL L E , p a .
looked at my compatriot and he at
First-class W orkm anship G u a r a n te e d ; G as
Real Estate Bought, Sold
me. I don’t think either of ns put a lm inistered. Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81. Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
and Exchanged.
the idea in words, but we began.
.
_ __ .
■
/
“We began to laugh. We fell into
each other’s arms and laughed. We
R . FR A N K B R A N D R E T H ,
held each other up and laughed. We D
laughed till the tears rolled down our
(Successor to Dr. Okas, R yckm an,)
cheeks. W« laughed till we couldn’t
INSURANCE EFFECTED.
D E N T IS T ,
stand. We roiled into our coach, stil'
laughing, taking inspiration for each R O Y ER SFO R D , P A . P ra ctical D en tistry a t Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467,
honest prices.
outburst from a glance at the French
NORRISTOWN, PA.
men.
“Well, sir. that bunch of Frenchmen
just wilted. First they dosed their M AVNE R . LONGSTRETH,
WHO IS
mouths; tbeo they lost their grins:
A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
then each one began squinting at tbe
YOUR OPTICIAN?
other, trying to make out what was \.nd N o tary Public. ::: No. 712 O roser B uild
EYG GLASSES artistically fitted
wrong. Before we’d been a t it two
ing, 1420 C h estn u t S t., P h ila., P a.
with mountings best adapted to your
minutes they all discovered they need
Long D istance Telephone. H ouse No. 6996.
features are a facial ornament. You,
ed a drink and sneaked off to the little Also
mem ber of th e M ontgom ery C o u n ty B ar.
who are in need of glasses, prefer the
hotel. We laughed till we saw tbe
newest and most up-to-date. We
last of them, and then we laughed at
have them. Eye Glass Mountings, all
the way we had turned the trick.”— T JA R V E Y L SHOMO,
the latest designs, for comfort and
Chicago Tribune.
elegance. Accurate Lenses and suc
A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
cessful fitting are the secret of our
321 S W E D E S T R E E T , N O R R IS T O W N , FA .
MAKING ICE.
success.

Stocks and Boots Boon!! act Soli

R E S ID E N C E —R O Y E R S F O R D .

B oth ’P hones,
The Process Is Simple, Though It Puz
zled the Negro.
A sailboat in which were a white
EK BER T V. MOORE,
man and several negroes bad just left H
the wharf near an ice factory at the
A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
foot of Main street, Annapolis, and
was headed out tbe mouth of Severn A LBERTSO N T R U S T OO. B U IL D IN G *
river, toward a point on the Chesa
806 Swede S t.. N orristow n, P a
peake.
BeU and K ey sto n e’Phones.
*-16.
“Ye-e-th. thir,” an old time colored
man was lisping, “1 like to git a
J O S E P H S. KRATZ,
job workin’ round that air ice plant
and see ’em make ice with fire.”
A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
“I’ll tell you how it is done, if you
would tike to hear my explanation.” 100# C O M M O N W EA L TH B U IL D IN G , 12th
’ said the white man.
and C H E S T N U T S T R E E T S ,
.“Ye-e-th, thir, 1 like, to hear ’bout it."
P hilad elp h ia.
“Weil, in the first place, they have relephones.
a tank of ammonia, to which a small
amount of heat is applied. It does not JYHOMAS HALLMAN,
take much heat to convert the am
monia Into vapor, and eveb that beat
A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
is used up in causing the liquid to ex
pand into a gas, or become latent, as {28 S W E D E S T R E E T , N O R R IST O W N * P A .
it is> called, so that the temperature
A t m y residence, n e x t door to N atio n al Bank,
is not materially affected.
Collegeville. ev ery evening.
1-26.
“Now, suppose the ammonia gas oc
cupies a hundred times as much space
STROUB W E B E R ,
as the liquid, it is evident that tbe J
liquid contains a certain amount of
A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
heat, which is afterward distributed
over a hundred times the space first No. 6 E A ST A IR Y S T ., N O R R IS T O W N .
occupied. A cubic foot of the liquid
Gan be oonsnlted every ev ening a t his re st
becomes a hundred cubic feet of gas. dence
in E vansburg. B o th ’phones.
11-26
and it is plain that a cubic foot of
gas will contain only one-hundredth
W. SCHEUREN’S
part of tbe heat originally in a cubitfoot of liquid; hence the gas is much
colder than the liquid.
S H A V IN G P A R L O R ,
“Now, this gas or vapor is allowed to
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .
flow through pipes covered with salt
water, whic- becomes extremely cold, | y S econ d D o o r A b ove R ailroad*
but does not freeze, owing to the pres
F in e st grades of C IG A R S an d TOBAOOO
ence of salt. The fresh water desired alw
ays on hand.
to be frozen is put Into large metal
cans and placed in the cold salt water
j g S. PO I jEY,
and allowed to freeze.
“There is nothing mysterious about
the process. It is. in fact, very simple
C o n t r a c t o r a n d B u ild e r,
Do I make myself clear? Do you
TRA PPE, PA
understand my explanation?”
“Ye-e-ith. thir. yo’ espianation's
P ro m p t and accu rate in b u ild in g construction.
6-28
plain, but I suttenly would like to E stim ates cheerfully furnished.
see ’em make that air ice with fire."
—Washington Star.
Q E O , J . HALLMAN

His Quaint Suggestion.
A Frenchman who appears to have
been of a thrifty turn of mind con
ceived the idea in 1878 th at too much
valuable time was being wasted in
cleaning sardines when preparing them
for the market. He found a way of
preparing them without cleaning them,
and on this he took out letters patent.
Apparently he had some slight misgiv
ing as to whether the public would be
perfectly suited with his invention,
and so lb his claim he makes this
parenthetical entry:
Fish put up by this process may be
slightly unpleasant to the customer at
first, but he soon gets used to it.

C a r p e n t e r a n d B u ild e r,
N E A R M O N T G L A R E . P . O. Address—R.
D. 1, Phoenixville, P a . A ll k in d s o f carp en ter
work, by th e day. o r by co n tract. E stim ates
cheerfully furnished.
10 28.

JH S. ROOMS,

SCIENTIFIC OPTICIANS,
705 Chestnut St.; both ’phones; Phila., Pa.

Id le
D o lla r s
Are good only for tbeir face, value.
Dollars at. work earning interest are
servants making more dollars. Put
your idle money to work and keep it
Nbusy. The

Safe, conservative, and with a stead
ily growing volume of business affords
you the opportunity te keep your
dimes and dollars bustling and in
creasing your income.
3- PER CENT, paid on Time De
posits.
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts.
Tbis bank appreciates the favors
of its patrons and persists in giving
the best service to all.

Kuhnt's Bakery,
C o lle g e v ille , F a .

First - Class Brefid,
Cakes, Pies,
Candies, Etc.
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
thankful to tbe public for patronage re
ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
tbe same.
CHARLES K U H N T .

BARGAINS IN

REAL ESTATE!
I have for sale a. number of desirable
farms and other properties. If you are a
buyer, or, if you have any kind of real
estate to sell, call on or address

H E N R Y Y O S T , JR.,

S C H W E N K S V IL L E , PA .

S la te r a n d R o o fe r,
And d ealer in S la te , S late
Stone, etc. E stim ates furnished,
tr a d e d a t lowest prices.

H an ssm an & Co.

ng, G rey
™ork oonllo e t

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

P. S.—Automobiles impaired, repainted,
and hired. First-class pianos sold at the
lowest possible prices. 'Pianos rented.

d w a r d o a y io ,

E

P a in te r an d

P a p e r-H a n g e r,

K EY STO N E

Cement, Brick and Tile Works,

A Wife’s Early Lesson.
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A . 4 ^* Sam ples o f pap er
A curious x-ustom used to accompany
alw ays on h an d .
an Anglo-Saxph betrothal. After the
ROYERSFORD, PA.
giving of the ring the father gave the
FIRST-CLASS
son-in-law one of his daughter’s shoes,
PRICE LIST.
with which th e son-in-law hit his wife
Drain Tile, 4 inch, 8% cents per foot.
on the head to teach, her subjection.' Single and Double Heaters
Sewer Pipes, 6 inches, -8 cents iter foot.
Later on a more moderate (?) castiga
“u
“ 8
“ 12 “
“ , “
•»('’' 44
tion was suggested, and three blows
“
“ 10 <• go ■
u
.
Ranges,
Cook
Stoves,
15
“ 40 “ '■**«*<1 ii44
with a broomstick became the custom;
(1,
“ 20
“ 50 “
Live Ctock Markets.
—“The Months oFthe Year,” by Rev. WICKLESS OIL HEATERS, RADI
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)— Pemberton Lloyd.
Building Blocks, 8x20 inches, 16 centsja
piece.
; t
CATTLE steady; choice, $6.75@7;
ATORS, AND FARMERS’ BOILERS
Building Brick, $8 and $12 per 1000.
prime, $6.60@6.70.
Reinforced Fence Posts, for wire or rail,
A New Scheme.
SHEEP firm; prime wethers, $7.40
at the right prices, and good service guar 25c. a piece.
•,
@7.60; culls and common, $3@4;
“Sued for breach of promise, eh?”
Water Troughs, $1.00 per foot..
lambs, $7@9.25; veal calves, $i0@ j “Yep.” anteed. No pains spared in my efforts to
Lawn Vases, $3.00 each. .
10.25.
give all my patrons satisfaction.
“Any defense?” *
Sidewalk Slabs, lOcents per square foot.
HOGS firm; prime heavies, $10.15;
Doorsteps and Sills, 25 centk per foot.
mediums, $10.10@10.15; heavy York
“Temporary insanity, and I expect
F. C. P O L E Y ,
Edison Portland Cement, $1.40 per bar
ers, $10@10.10; light Yorkers, $9.80@ to prove If h r the love letters I w rote”
rel net.
9.85; pigs, $9.70@9.75; roughs, *9@
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
9.60 nor hundredweight
LIM ERICK S ltV A R E , FA .
Circulars free.
Bell Phone 4-Y.

4

The Independent
P U B L IS H E D E V E R Y T H U R S D A Y .

COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA.

EDITORIAL COMMENTS.
F rom the Baltimore.Star: The attitude IL L U M IN A T IN G P A R A G R A P H S
FROM C . A. S N O W <Sc C O ..
of both the traction companyand the strikers
’ “ P A T E N T S .”
in Philadelphia recalls the stupidity of the
Washington D. C., Feb. 26,1910.—
enraged bull who charges headlong at a brick Experience has time and time again
wall two feet long, when he could get around demonstrated the fact that govern
ments cannot be managed with the
it by swerving a bit to either side.

same economy as private corpora
tions. The United States govern
To Editor Robarts, of the Pboenixville ment is the greatest and most un
E . S . M o s e r, E d ito r a n d P r o p r ie to r .
Messenger: The editor of the I ndependent wieldy corporation on this planet,
extends to you his sympathy in your bereave and with a few exceptions the least
economically managed of govern
Thursday, March 3, 1910.
ment upon the departure of the tried and ments. The government. corpora
true and helpful wife who for many years tion is hampered by laws and en
Morality is just as natural as immor devotedly and bravely shared with you the tangled in red tape. There is much
ality. These terms indicate opposing influ burdens and cares of the, marital compact expense which could be avoided by
the adoption of sound business
ences which flow from entirely natural, earthly now dissolved by death.'
methods, but politics interferes with
conditions. The greater the improvement of
everybody. It tried to keep out
T he Indianapolis News makes a drive at typewriting machines. It is now
such conditions, the stronger will become the
the
governmental
situation in Philadelphia as trying to keep calculating machines
moral influences, with a corresponding uplift
of humanity. Getting away, in imagination, follows: “ Men who make thousands of dollars from the Treasury Department and
offices where thousands of
from the earth encourages speculation and out of the tariff graft prefer to allow rogues other
dollars would be saved by their
unsupported conclusions. I t is d e a r think and thieves to govern their, city rather than introduction—all of this, of course,
ing about things observed and known that take any chances with a Democratic city gov in the interest of salaries to the
An exquisite
ernment. Quay was in his day, and Penrose unnecessarily* large number of gov See our DeKalb Street Window.
leads to the doing of right for right’s sake.
is now, an issue in every local campaign. The ernment employees. Senator Aid
showing of this season’s newest goods.
rich
has
proposed
to
have
the
idea
that
these
conditions
can
be
changed
by
Or February 35 the Beef T rust of the
working methods of the govern
United States, embracing six great packing getting together, into a “ Patriotic League” ment carefully investigated and
companies and twenty-one packers, several and talking about the glories of Philadelphia improved by a competent commis
of them multi-millionaires, socially and in could have occurred only to men who did not sion. Hfi estimates that three
dustrially; prominent, were indicted'by the know or were unwilling to admit what the hundred millions of dollars can be'
Hudson county Grand Jury in Jersey City, real trouble is. There is another Pennsyl saved yearly by an intelligent and
management of goverbchanged with conspiracy in limiting the sup vania city that has been the subject of much economic
ment
business.
ply of meat and poultry. The indictment was unfavorable comment — Pittsburg. There,
It is rumored that the French
drawn under a New Jersey law which pro too, an attem pt was made to check the criti capital is disappointed because our
HEADQUARTERS FOR
vides a maximum penalty of three years in cism by an advertisement of the spotless great African hunter does not take
But the kindly to the public reception that
the penitentiary or a $1000 floe, or both. The purity of the millionaire class.
people
went
further
than
that
and'
began has been prepared for him. Mr.
offense is extraditable, which means that
practically all the meat baronsof this country sending high-placed scoundrels to jail or into Roosevelt is quite different from the
typical American tourist who flaunts
WE HAVE THE LARGE8T ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
must either successfully resist extradition, exile. And the campaign is still in progress. his personality and nationality,
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOB
At
least
P
ittsburg
is
not
‘contented.’
But
or come to Jersey City fdr trial. ,
waves the flag and makes himself as
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Philadelphia is actually going to try to per conspicuous as possible. It may
Underwear,
Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
R ev. Henry S. Griesmer, D. D., a Bap suade herself—she can persuade no one else be taken for granted, advertisements you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
tist minister of Baltimore, in a recent debate —that she has a right to be contented. Cor to the contrary notwithstanding, will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
that he will not enter Paris on the
at a Clergymen’s Union in that city, referred rupt she is, all right. But the new organiza cow-catcher of the engine and make
to woman suffragists as “abnormalists,” ob tion does not, as we. understand it, propose to a Buffalo Bill parade of himself.
served that the granting of the elective fran change that condition. Its purpose is to dis
It will be a very bad business
138 W EST MAIN STR EET,
cbise to women would be “ unscriptural, un courage ‘knocking’ and to explain to strangers policy for the British government
'
NORRISTOWN, PA.
natural, and impolitic,’'’ and then further re that the town is all right and has been grossly to . abolish the House of Lords.
Without
this
ancient
institution
what
maligned.”
lieved himself as follows:
would it have to attract American
“ Women who want the ballot are homebreakers
heiressesand lure American fortunes
NORRISTOWN LETTER.
and not homemakers. Men who have such wives have
to the British Isles to pay debts of
my sympathy. To be harnessed up with such a woman
British nobility ?
N orristown , P a., March 1, 1910.
IN'
would make life a burden and home a perdition, ”
The
ex-Chinese
ambassador,
Wu
The first case of a negligent engineer being held to
Dr. Griesmer may be a very estimable
criminally answer to the law for causing the death of Ting Fang, on his way home by the
Trans-Siberian route, is now In
gentleman in some respects, and quite sancti
another trainman, to figure in Montgomery county for Germany. He is a close observer
» - -----■■• ■di m m' . -----monious. However, it is reasonably certain
years, will arise in the Montgomery county courts next and is puzzled to decide whether the
Set of 20 Pieces of gilt-edge Colonial Glassware,
that such distinguishing qualities afford no
week, when engineer John Himmel of Harrisburg will United States, Germany or England
worth $3.50, selling at $2.50.
assurance that he is not fully capable of pos
be arraigned before the bar of justice. The result of is the type of civilization which
ring as a bigoted, blathering fool. If he is to
Dinner Sets—100 pieces— regular price $15,
the case, which has been one similar to many others China should adopt. If the philo
sophic ex-ambassador could have reduced to $10.50.
be judged by the statements attributed to
wherein railroaders “ take a chance” in passing warning his way, he would doubtless borrow
hjm, as above, he is in dire need of a “thresh
Ribbons—Nos. 100 and 120, reduced from 30c.
signals, is being watched with great interest in that
from all, and by the way/all might
ing over” at a “ helMire” revival meeting,
____
conviction and sentence may serve to have an effect in borrow with advantage some things to 1 8 ‘c ents.
provided such influence would arouse bis minimizing the increasing number of accidents on rail from
China.
conscience as to the reasonableness of justice roads, th e ‘chief- cause of which is attributed to some Senator Dolliver’s definition of an
and that form of sanity which accompanies one’s negligence and apparent disregard for the wel insurgent is a man who wants to
truthfulness. The editor of the I ndependent fare of others.
hear a bill read before it is passed.
*
*
*
His Bon mot in objecting to “ handhappens to be personally acquainted with at
IF YOU A R E IN TH E M ARKET
not likely that the County Commissioners me-down legislation” is the most
least 50 woman suffragists—50 intelligent whoItareisabout
to bear appeals from the recent triennial quoted utterance of the present
women who are home-makers and hDme assessment, will grant any reduction from the amount session.
defenders; not home defamers. They have affixed by the assessors except the appellant establish
Statesman-like qualities, moral
no titles hitched to their names to indicate su the most, positive reasons thereof. The increased stamina andelevated patriotism are
perior knowledge or sanctity, or the assumec valuations have'been made under direct instructions counting for more and more in
butbority to say what they please, regard of the county officials who are endeavoring to bring legislation nowadays. Heroic make
about an equitable tax and bring about a halt to any
less of evidence, and bumptiously expect the favoritisms that may heretofore have prevailed. Where ups and flamboyant oratory have no by Fake Puzzle Schemes. I here offer to furnish
masses to sboutj amen or bold their tongues any considerable amount of an allowance will be longer the influence that once ob STANDARD PIANOS, w ith 25-year Gurantee and
in abject silence. They are simply plain craved, a personal inspection of the property will be tained in legislative bodies.
The Senator from Rhode Island POSITIVELY EQUAL to any pianos made any
women who go about their homes and dis made by the Commissioners ere a decision is given.
asserts
that if he were permitted as
* * *
charge with fidelity their duties as wives
a
business
man to run the federal where, at prices that w ill save buyers in dollars
county officials are gratified with the conduct
mothers and daughters. Moreover, a ma of theThe
trolley m'en id the lower section of the county government, 'be could save three more than the face value of advertised gold cer
jority of them have the ability to do a consid as well as their friends, in the present crisis between hundred million dollars a year. Is
erable amount of reasoning from cause to the car operators and the trolley management. Though this a bid for the presidency by Sen tificates. For instance:
effect, and are not in the habit of accepting many miles of the P. R. T. lines traverse the lower or ator Aldrich?
The political chess-board is al
the mere ipsi dlxits of anybody—D. D.’s in southeast end of the county, no riots have so far pre
ways
interesting to those who see
; cluded-^in the .absence of evidence. They vailed in any part of that section, and thus far there far into the game. Just at present
has beeQ no cause for Sheriff Buckley to be called upon
are entirely persuaded that they should be to protect the company’s property. So far the Chelten WilliamLoeb, Jr., the Commissioner
M ust be as represented, I can refer you, any
granted the same opportunity as is given-to ham and Abington township police force have been of Customs in New York city, is
men to express at the polls, their convictions fully able to maintain ordfer and deal with minor in looming large as the next Republican time, to satisfied customers -w ho have not been
as to politics and questions of government. fractions. All of which speaks well for Montgomery candidate for Governor of New gold-bricked.
York. Everyone will remember that
Their view may not be tenable, but their and its people.
*
*
*
he was Mr. Roosevelt’s trusted
error, if error it be, must be proved to be
secretary during the time that he
The
cry
for
a
change
of
the
swing
of
the
gate
such by reasoning upon those principles of opening upon the highways of the county, as now w rs Governor of New York, and
justice and fairness which actuate sane peo beard in every section, is bearing fruit in Plymouth afterwards through his two presi 2-24.
C O LLEG E V IL L E , F A .
dential terms. Mr. Roosevelt on
ple in all the affairs of life. They are quite township, where resident property owners along the his arrival here will be asked to
willing to accept the test of reason and sensi much traveled Consbobocken pike have adopted the save the Republican party in the
State, and it is expected
ble argument, but they are not willing, never change, adding not only to the comfort of the public Empire
that he will name Loeb for Governor.
will be willing,, to abdicate their position be but decreasing the dangers prevalent under the system
FALL 1909.
ESTABLISHED 1858.
The Ballinger-Phinchot contro
versy
has
at
last
bad
its
result
in
a
cause of the ranting ridicule and falsifications that has generally been *in vogue.
* *
condition that land-grabbing is no
of the self-constituted guardians* of the
Nothing has served to stir Norristown business longer the exhilarating pastime that
opinions of the masses of the people. There and social circles for years as has the differences be it once was.
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN
ALL KINDS OF
are thousands of woman suffragists who are tween the wives of two brothers, both prominent bus!
individually the equal, intellectually and ness men, whose apparent jealousies has caused the IN T H E D E P T H S O F PA ST A G E S .
. morally, of Dr. Griesmer; women who speak exposing to public the family skeletons in both homes
An interesting discovery has been
the truth and refuse to bear false testimony and has served to place both women, sisters-in-law made in boring the tunnel of Rion,
the Puy-Langogue line. M.
either against women or the human race as a in a most unfavorable light and both in the hands of on
We invite youi inspection of the largest and bests®Efter, one of the firm of contractors
looted stock in the county. Our factory supplies rresii
whole; women who believe that liars are liars the law. xThe exposure of the affair serves to place the carrying out the work, has discov
goods. Do not buy shopworn goods when you oan oujr
regardless of pretensions to truthfulness and business of both men in jeopardy, while the legal steps ered embedded iu the clay at a dist
the latest patterns for-1909. Parlor Suits a specialty,
all
grades
and
our
own
make.
Do not buy a set of parlor furniture covered up
that a falsehood coming from a particu that have been inaugurated may in all probability ance of 30 metres the fossil of an to go out. If you do, you are buying
a cat in a bag. See your suit before it 1
animal
believed
to
belong
to
the
larly pious quarter is just as iniquitous and drive the men from their business. Meanwhile the
ered up and’see your coverings before they are put on.
family, which is believed to
more harmful than a falsehood emanating public is on tiptoe of excitement, eager to learn the stag
D . V. MOWDAY, U n d e r ta k e r a n d E m b a lm e r ,
have lived in the Pilocene period.
2 3 8 , 24 0 , 2 4 2 an d 244 E a st M ain S t., M orristow n.
from a brothel. Dr. Griesmer ought to feel status of the war between the two brothers’ wives.
The remains have been placed in the
Observer.
ashamed of himself.
We take full charge when requested.
Both Phones.
museum at Puy.

Lawns, Dimities, Madras, Percales,
Paris Muslins,
Chiffonettes,
Linens, Killarney, Linene,
India Linens.

Embroideries, Plouncings, Inser
tions, Galloons, Bandings,
Medallions, Laces.

$ $ ren d lin g er\

1Men' s F urnishing Goods ! 1

W I M I . ZE3I- G I L B E R T ,

Special Reductions

GLASSWARE 8 DINNER SETS.

KULP & MOYER,

GRATEREORD, PA

DO NOT BE HOODWINKED

A Standard Hake Piano lor

HENRY YOST, JR.,

Headquarters for Furniture.

D. Y . HO W DAT

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS
The first obligation
resting upon the in
dividual who is pos
sessed of property is
to make a will. The
time to do this is
when the faculties
are unimpaired. The
Norristown T r u s t
Company s t a n d s
willing to help any
one in this matter
at no cost to them.
Attend to this at
once.

Don’t
Save
Money

5

to see them' throw the switch
nd Closed it in time to avert an, acci
dent.
One of the lads coolly told of the
plot and gave as their reason for the
attempted efime the hope of getting
a few dollars from the pockets of the
dead and wounded.
Had their plan not miscarried the
result would have been a truly terri
ble one, for the switch on to which
the fast traveling suburban train
where it can’t grow—an idle dollar would have been sent ends abruptly
is a fettered giant—an active dollar at the base of a huge thirty-foot rock
embankment.
will do a giant’s work and soon
Matthew Gydooski, the oldest hoy,
double itself if deposited with us at was bound over for the next term of
the superior criminal court; Yoski was
3 p e r cen t, on ev ery d ay.
sent to the state reformatory, and the
other three were paroled in charge of
A few dollars deposited will Probation Officer Philip Finnegan.
Conviction Under the Law Provides •
Traction Magnates Turn Down Ail
Maximum Penalty of Three Years’
blaze the way for others to follow.
Suggestions Tending For Peace ane‘
Killed by Circular Saw.
Imprisonment or a $1000 Fine or
Declare They Will Not Dea' With
One man was killed, another injured
DeKalb and Main Sts*
Both—'Prosecutor Says None Will Be
Former
Employes — Genera' Strik*
so badly that he will probably die and
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Try an account at the
Spared.
a third less severely hurt by the
Seems Certain.
breaking of the big circular saw at
Six packing companies and twentyPhiladelphia, March 2.—The Rapid
the Carnegie Steel works on Frelingone packers, many Of them million
huysen avenue, Newark, N. J. The Transit company refused to accede tc
a ire s,' were • indicted by a Hudson
arbitration of any kind tc end .the
man killed was George Pasel.
county grand jury at Jersey City, N. J..
E s ta b lis h e d •
1875.
The men Were working with a cir strike of their motormen and conduc
Norristown,
Pa.
charged with conspiracy in limiting
cular saw that wad about fourteen tors. The company now stand? iD the
’he supply of meat and poultry.
feet in diameter and that was used position of opposing the whole city.
The indictment is drawn under the
The Rapid Transit1company has an
for sawing steel wben the accident oc
law of New Jersey, which provides
curred. The saw, without warning, sud nounced that it will not dea) with its
upon conviction a maximum penalty
denly went to pieces, and - one large former employes under any circum
of tbree years in the penitentiary or a
fragment struck Pasel In the back, al stances whatever, no matter what the
$1000 fine, or both. The offense is ex
most cutting him in two and killing consequences may be. If the company
traditable, which means that practi
him instantly. One of. the other men persists in that attitude a general
cally all the meat barons of this coun
was struck in the back by another strike Is certain next Saturday, and
AND
try must either successfully resist ex
piece of the saw, and it is thought he the information is' that an hour after
tradition or come to Jersey City for
cannot recover. He is in St. Michael’s the big strike goes into effect troop
trial.
hospital. Ths third man received a trains will start for Philadelphia with
Pierre Garven, the public prosecutor
for the particular buyer is tbe reliable gash in the leg. What caused the saw regiments of the National Guard.
of Hudson county, announced that he
There is less hope for peace at this
kind. We invite you to inspect our to break has not been ascertained.
IN VARIETY.
would forthwith notify the defendants
time than for a week' past, even when
stock, feeling confident that our values
will please you.
the worst of the rioting was going on.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection of their indictment and would be' read’
Royal Flush Killed Him.
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water to force extradition in each and every
The impact of public opinion re
The latest styles and most artistic
A royal flush which Frank Con
Ices. Special attention given to supplying case where the individual concerned Is
designs in fashionable Jewelry present stantino, a resident of Carbondale, suited in a meeting of the directors of
Weddings and Parties.
not willing to face trial voluntarily.
a charming display which is worth Pa., drew in a poker game, made the the Rapid Transit company. There was
None, he says, will be spared.
your while to see.
JOHN H. CUSTER,
mar. so excited that soon after go a strong belief when it became known
Beautiful diamonds, watches and ing to bed he died suddenly from what that the directors were to meet that
Names of Indicted.
SStJu.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA
clocks, rare gems, at attractive prices, tbe physicians describe as over-exer some offer of arbitration would be en
The defendants as named are as
afford you a rare opportunity for wise tion of the h e a rt The flush came to tertained by the company. As a mat
follows:
selections.
ward the end of the game and when ter of fact, such a course would have
Corporations—The National Packing
ccmpany, Armour & Co., Swift & Co„
there was a good sized pot, and Con been welcome to a majo ity of the
Morris ft Co., Hammond Packing com
stantino became so excited that he dircetors. They are men whose in
could hardly pile up his chips. He terests are tied ,up in financial or com
pany* G. H. Hammond ft Co.
went to bed soon afterward and was mercial enterprises, whose -prosperity
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
Individuals—J. Ogden Armdur, A.
found dead. He died before he had would be greatly reduced if a general
Watson Armour, Louis P. Swift, Ed 16 E. M ain $ t.
N orristow n , P a
been able to take off his clothes. His strike takes place. They raised their
ward F. Swift, Charles H. Swift, Ed
friends say th at when the game broke voices in meeting, but they were over
ward Morris, Ira M. Morris, Arthur
up they noticed that he was excessive ruled by the determined opposition of
Meeker, Edward Tilden, L. A. cirto n .
the city’s representatives in the direc
ly nervous and greatly excited.
Thomas E. Wilson, Thomas J. Con
torate.
nors, F. A. Fowler, L. H. Heyman,
Earle Balks Arbitration.
James E. Bathgate, Jr„ George J. Ed
Whole
Town
Raising
Hogs.
Who have the largest Tailor Shop
These messages told exclusively the
wards, Frederick B. Cooper, D. E .,
With
hogs
selling
at
$10
a
hundred
in Norristown,
Hartwell, Henry B. Darlington, A. A.
weight, Meyersdale, Pa., has gone into other day how George H. Earle balked
Fuller; Lemuel C- Patterson.
---- HAVE O PENED A ----the pork raising business. A meeting single-handed a proposition to submit
The indictment, which bristles In its
of the town council repealed an ordi the quarrel between thepom pany and
arraignment of the men named, also
nance prohibiting the raising or keep Its men to a Seven-man board of arbi
refers to "divers others” as being re
ing of hogs within the borough limits. tration. 1 Mr. Earle’s pertinacity was
sponsible. These latter, however, are
More th^n a thousand sites were manifested no less st ongly With
ABOVE POST - OFFICE,
not specified. The foregoing list of
built and the country district scoured Reyburn and Carpenter to back him
names, it will be seen, represents the A nd a re now R ead y to RENOfor half-grown pigs. Meanwhile the up, he resisted all pacific suggestions.
very backbone of the great packing
VATE CLOTHING IN A
representative of the state health de The following statement was issued:
“ At the conclusion of an informal
industry of - this country, containing
partment has taken the m atter up and
FIR ST-C L %NS
as it does two Armours, three Swifts
threatens to enforce the anti-hog ordi conference of the Rapid Transit direc
MANNER.
and two Morrises, all for the most
nance despite the action of councils. tors President Kruger stated that the
part residents of Chicago, together We do altering, repairing, relining, clean
Meyersdale a mountain town of 60”0 company has not changed and will not
with less important figures in the ing, pressing, scouring, French dry clean
inhabitants, is in Somerset countv, change in any manner its attitude in
and steam dyeing, of all kinds o
packing world.
Their indictment ing,
famous
for its buckwheat cakes and respect to arbitration already outlined
ladies’ and gents’ clothes at a very reason
in its reply to the ministers’ associa
brings to a climax the first concerted able rate, and guarantee to do first-clasi sausage.
tion.”
effort in the east to fix responsibility work., We also make suits to order, t<
The defiance of the Rapid Transit
for the prevailing abnormally high the very latest style. Goods called foi
Shot
Himself
In
Dream.
and delivered.
company was announced after ten
price of commodities.
“I’ll get you!” shouted Bowman B.
Jersey City, as a cold storage cen
Seybert, aged eighty years, as he was business men representing the big
ter, where the packing, companies of
asleep in the .office chair of Redick’s dcfwntown stores had called on the di
rectors and had talked to Mr. Earle.
the west maintain vast warehouses In
livery stable at Butler, Pa.
P. O. Box, 30. Bell ’Phone, No. 26-A.
It is known now that the Rapid
which countless thousands of pounds
"I’ll get you,” he kept repeating,
of meat and.poultry are stored, proved
and, drawing a revolver from bjs pock Transit company does not.believe that
a fruitful source of investigation. More
et, he began firing. Two shots str* X the union labor men affiliated with the
Central Labor union will dare to break
than a month ago the Inquiry by the
the office walls and a third hit his own
existing agreements with employers
grand jury was started, cold storage f t
1
head.
plants were inspected, witnesses were
Seybert rolled from the chair and and that the company Is depending on
one factor to maintain its stand
examined, and, the Indictment was
awoke to find himself on the floor. He this
against arbitration.
handed up In the supreme court be
says he was dreaming that he w ’s
fore Justices Blair and Carey.
Reyburn Rebukes Ministers.
& pursued by a man who wanted to kill
Mayor Reyburn after the meeting
f t him. His wound is serious.
of the directors hastened into print
The same water is used over
Fatally Shot Over $10 Debt.
ft
The mayor scoffed, at the ministers of
8ees His Children Killed.
J. C. McNamara, a prominent farmer
and over again to .operate
ft
Standing by a railroad track at the city, saying that it would, be far
of Elk towr ship, near West Chester,
f t Brookville, Pa., his wife lying unc i- better if they attended to their own
Pa., was shot and fatally injured by
Hot Water and
scious on the ground near him, Wil affairs, who, he said, “are talking
William Burke. liam Carrier saw a locomotive crush about something they know nothing
The shoot ng was done during a dis
Steam Systems
out the lives of his two children. Car about. They do not understand the
pute oyer a sum of money which
situation. It would be far better if
Burke said —as owing him. McNamara
f t rier and his family were in a sleigh they would preach order and peace *o
Only a few gaUons need to
which
had
overturned
on
a
crossing
was taken to a hospital. There the
be added during a season.
f t just as a freight was bearing down. A their parishioners. Why do they want
doctors said he will die, his abdomen
Automatically
five-year-old son and an eight-year-old to support a lot of men in the de
having been torn with a load of buck
operated,
In making your purchases at f t
daughter had been tumbled in front struction of other people’s property i
shot. As the members of the Injured
safe
of the locomotive and run over before and in murder? Why these men they
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
man’s family arose from the breakfast
support would be the first to burn
and
the father could rescue them.
experience enables the proprietor f t
tatle, Burk*-, carrying a gun, appeared
down Churches.”
very
to know just what to buy, how f t
at the door of the house. He made a
The may hi- said that councils would
Bank Looted of $144,900.
demand upon McNamara tor the mon f t to bny, and how to sell the thou f t
E li
durable.
J&y; yd
side
with the representatives of the
The
comptroller
of
the
currency
ey he said was due him, threatening
sand and more articles kept in f t
closed the ' ’ational City bank, of Cam city on the Rapid Transit board of
to shoot if it were not forthcoming.
stock in a thoroughly equipped
bridge, Mass., when a shortage of directors against arbitration.
"1 have but $10,” replied McNamara
general store.
“They will never agree to arbitra
and reached into his pocket for the f t
f t $141,000 wm discovered, and Ellis S. tion,”
said the mayor. “I don’t know
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
Pepper, a national bank examiner, was
money. “I’ll give it on account if you
about a sympathetic, strike, but if it
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
appointed temporary receiver.
do not shoot.”
George W. Coleman, bookkeeper of is coming, it will have to come. I supGOODS, or in any department of
“1 want all or nothing,” was the re
the bank, has been absent from Cam ■pose It will make more trouble, but we
ply. The family say Burke then pulled
the big store on the corner you
ONE OF T H E VERT
bridge for several days. The last are better prepared than we were. The
the trigger of the gun, the entire load
will find what you want at the
BENT BO ILER S OUT
striking his victim.
heard
from Coleman was to the effect | police force is now like an army that
right price.
T H E M ARKET.
has gone through a campaign. The
that he was in Kansas City.
McNamara fell to the floor and
police have been stoned and hooted at
Ready-made -Pantaloons and
Burke fled. A posse of farmers found
and they have got rid of that feeling
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Burke hiding in a wood a mile away.
' Shoots Mother as Burglar.
of
-fellowship between policemen and
Boots and Shoes are among the
Several'of the farmers were In favor
News has been received at Whar
The undersigned will furnish and eri
specialties.
of hanging Burke. While they argued
ton, Tex., from Lane City $ at F. citizens. By Saturday we will have
IDEAL B O IL E R S and guarantee sat
the matter, Constable Willard made a
F. Kemper and his brother had shot 2000 additional officers uniformed and
faction. Will also furnish and erect t
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
dash for a house nearby and, getting
and killed Mrs. F. F. Kemper an-1 seri equipped. There will be 200 mounted
f r e e d b o i l e r s — excellent stec
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
his prisoner within it, barircaded the
ously wounded their mother, Mrs. J. J. men sworn in additionally. These men
come from a distance. Oh, we have
takers, safe, and satisfactory—manufa
door. Then he phoned to West Chester
Kemper.
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
been preparing for this fight for
®red by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Compa
for the police. Two hours later Sheriff
The
women
were
mistaken
for
bur
variety.
We won’t have trouble get
Collegeville. Windmills furnished a:
Golder arrived.
glars as they were entering the rear months.
ting men for duty.”
Erected, Hand Pumps supplied and place
Doctors were called to the McNa
door, and were fired upon with shot
Despite the mayor’s opinion that the
and all kinds of 8team Fitting and Plum
mara home. He was taken to Wilming
guns.
councils would back up a refusal to
ton as soon as possible.
done at reasonable prices.
arbitrate, it became practically cer
Gets Six Years For Selling Oleo.
tain that a majority of men In the
William Broadwell, charged with rity councils are strongly In favor of
Try to Wreck Train to Loot Bodies.
violating the law regulating the sale preventing a general strike and pos
*4
The arrest at Greenwich, Conn., of
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .
COLLEGEVILLE* PA.
f t of oleomargarine, was sentenced to
George Lenko. ten years of age; Ste
sible bloodshed and destruction of
six years in the federal prison a. property- Of the eighty-six men In
phen Yoskl, fourteen years of age;
Dead Animals Remov Edward Gydooski, aged twelve years;
Leavenworth, Kan., and fined $15,000 the councils, forty-three in each
by Judge Kenesaw M. Landis in the branch, a majority have announced
Andrew Milken, aged twelve years,
F R E E OF CHARGE
United States district court at Chi that they are desirous of taking some
and Matthew Gydooski, aged nineteen
cago.
years,
revealed
the
attempt
of
these
action that will bring about peace.
b
pay $1.00 for Dead Horses a
*‘•00 for Dead Cows.1
youngsters last Saturday to wreck the
Senator Jim McNichol and Recorder
Old “Forty-Niner” Dies.
'Phone—Bell, 11-L.
early New Haven railroad train leav
Billy Vare are expected to arrive in
Colonel John Dietrich, one of the Philadelphia within the next day or
ing New York, for the purpose, as they
best known citizens of Plainfield, N. two, and the news was that Senator
.
' Sales advertised in tbe I n i
confessed, of looting the bodies of the
J., and one of the “Forty-niners,” died Boles Penrose will be heading this
dead and injured. They got as far as pendent are sure, to attract t
**ROVIDEUCE N4$I)A R E , PA
at his home from the infirmities due way from Washington In a few hours
opening the switch near the East Port- presence of bidders and buyer
to old age. He was a personal friend to see If he can do something toward
chester freight yard That their plan You can let all tbe people koc
A d v e rtise Y o u r S a le * i n t
•f Abraham Lincoln, Stephen A Doug relieving the strain. It Is expected,
did not succeed was due to the cir what you have to sell by adve
las and General Grant.'
cumstance that a switchman han- tising.
that what will happen will be a co»
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JERSEY INDICTS
MEAT TRUST
Six Companies and 21 Packers
Charged With Conspiracy.

ALL

MUSI STAND

TRIAL
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Geo. TXT. Schweike:

Philadelphia Car Strike Now
Far From Settlement.

OPPOSES THE WHOLE CIT>

S om stow n T rust Co.

Need not be
connected to
Waterworks

fRANSIT CO.
WONT ARBITRATE

ference. between McNichol, Vare, Pen
rose and Wolf, and that out of their
conference will come the real solution
of the problem.
A mass meeting of business men
will be held in Musical Fund hall, at
which speeches will be made by ths
business men who have already taken
\ leading part in trying to bring about
arbitration. The meeting will be par
ticipated in by the ministers of the
sity.
The state constables left as quietly
as they came They were withdraw®
to be placed on, duty at South Bethle
hem Id their place will be 8 detach
•nent of mounted policemen 200 ir
number most of whom are ex-cavalry
men
The famous State Fencibles werr
mustered out. The} went out of ser
rice with the record of having never
tost an argument and never won a
fight But they got $3400 for the men
tal anguish caused by being slapped os
tbe w rist by the girls of Philadelphia
The Rapid Transit company heat’d
of a plot to blow up the subway-ele
vated the most important link in the
company’s system. Detective Kilgore
informed Magistrate Beaton that two
pickets of the strikers confessed to
him that there was a plot to dynamite
the elevated structure. Magistrate
Beaton held the men for further ex
amination despite the request of their
attorney that they be sentenced at
once to a re a r’s imprisonment. Their
iawyer admitted that Kilgore had tes
tified truthfully, but he said that his
clients were drunk at the time and
not responsible for what they might
have said.
The Rapid Transit companv was
sufficiently alarmed by the revelation
to garrison the Sixty-ninth street ter
minus of the line. Armed men are now
patrolling the property. Searchlights
play constantly after dark upon all t’ ■
adjacent territory, and loaded guns
stand ready to repel invasion.

SCHWABSTRIKERS
SEELITTLEHOPE
Only M rst Optimistic S : i
Ultimate Victory.
South Bethlehem, Pa., March 2.—Depression In the ranks of the st ik
ing employes of the Bethlehem Steel
company characterized the fifth day
of the tie-up of the plant. Leaders of
the labor movement admitted that
conditions were adverse to the victory
they are seeking. There is widespread
dissension and dissatisfaction aimng
the men, especially the large foreign
element.
The delay of the leaders In taking
active steps in presenting demar is
for settlement; the fact that more
men have gone to work in the miiis;
the split in the union factions caused
by the untimely attack of Cliai man
Williams on Father Fretz; the sl^w
work of organization; the^-small "ml
unenthusiastic mass meeting, and the
postponement of possible arbitration,
have dampened the ordar of the str k
ers.
In addition, an element of pitiful
misery has been added, since the men
have no money and large fqjnilies. and
credit is begrudgingly given.
The constant cold rain the inertia
of Idleness and the perfect, but rigid,
discipline enforced by the state con
stabulary have wilted the most ar
dent and fiery of the strikers.
The surrender of Trooper John T.
Moughan, who admits having s ir t
Szambo, the dead Hungarian laborer,
has proved a powerful palliative to
those who demanded revenge for the:t
comrade’s death.
The end of the strike seems b’’t a
matter of a few days, and indications
point to a victory of the strikers la
theory only.

PANAMA’S

P R ESID EN T

TIES

Jose Obaldia, Elected In July, 1903,
Succumbs to Heart Disease.
Panama, March 2.—-Jose Dominyi
de Obaldia, president of Panama dPd
of heart disease. He had been ill qn’y
since last Friday.
President Obaldia was elected on
•July 12, 1908. He had previously act'd
as the chief executive during the ab
sence of President Amador. He was
formerly minister to the Un ted
States. He was born sixty-three v a s
ago, and was a son of former Presi
dent Obaldia, of Colombia.
The new president of Panama will
be Dr. O. A. Mendoza. Three vice
presidents were elected in 1908 Tk«
first vice president. J. A. Arango has
since died. Mendoza was elected sec
ond vice president, and thus becomes
president, and will be succeeded a*
first vice president-by J. M Lambert
Hasn’t Washed Face In Five Years.
Pittsburg, March 2.—With eigh’een
(Aches of unkempt hair and a beard
almost hiding his leathern features.
Carl Klane, a Russian, fifty years old.
has been found in a cave near Glenwood Bridge and lodged in the police
Station here. He declares that he es
caped from a Siberian exile colony
twenty-two years ago, and boasts th"t
in five years he has not washed his
face.
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WITH MR. WILSON
Says Secretary Consented to
Ooliiver Letter.
PROBERS HAD HOI SESSION
Wilson Declares He Never Dia ano
Never Would Have Consented to the
Writing of Such a Letter— Balling*'
Charges Based on Partner’s Letter.
Washington, March 2.—Gifford Pin
ehot testified before the Ballinger
Pinchot joint investigating committee
that he had the consent of James Wil
son, secretary of agriculture, and his
superior officer, to write his letter tc
Senator Dolliver. This is the letter
that resulted in Pinchot’s dismissal by
President Taft from the forestry ser
vice on the ground of insubordination.
Secretary Wilson, who is said to
have voted in a cabinet meeting for
Pinchot’s dismissal, sat only a few feet
from the former forester when he
made this statement. Later the vet
eran cabinet member took the witness
chair and, angry clear through, de
clared that he never had authorized
the sending of the letter.
it was the most dramatic incident,
that has occurred in the BallingerPinchot investigation The aged sec
retary fairly shouted his denial and
brought his fist down on the table with
a bang. The secretary, it is true, was
obliged to qualify his denial. He had.
he admitted, given Mr. Pinchot permis
sion to write to Senator Dolliver, giv
ing him departmental information, but
he never intended the authorization
to cover a letter which would “insult
the president of the United States.”
There was a surprising development
at the session when Pinchot announc
ed to the committee that he based his
charge that Secretary Ballinger had
been guilty of making statem ents to
the president that were “absolutely
false in three essential particulars.”
not upon a letter from Mr. Ballinger
himself, but upon a letter written by
J T. Ronald, a former law partner of
Mr. Ballinger, to Dr. Lyman Abbott.
Mr. Ronald, in his letter, said that
without knowledge of the records he
felt no hesitation in contending in be
half of Mr. Ballinger that (1) Mr.
Jones, the special agent, never made a
report dealing with the Cunningham
claims; that (2) the order revoking
the clear listing of the Cunningham
Claims was not based upon a protest
by Glavis, and that (3) Mr. Ballinger
never appeared before a congressional
committee in the interest of any
Alaska’ claimants.
Mr Pinchot said it appeared from
a copy of Mr. Ronald’s letter which
he read, “that Mr. Ronald based his
statem ents on a magazine article con
taining charges against which were
noted the marginal notes "no” in Mr.
Ballinger’s randwriting.
Mr. Pinchot claimed that Jones in
his testimony before the committee
showed he had reported on the Cun
ningham claims; that Mr. Ballinger ad
mitted in a letter to the president that
the clear listing order was revoked
on the protest of Glavis, and that Mr.
Ballinger in his testimony before a
congressional committee referred to a
group of thirty-three claims, which
could have meant only the Cunning
ham interests.
Mr. Pinchot said a copy of this let
ter. with annotations, was ftr-warded
by Mr. Ballinger to the president.
Mr. Pinchot admitted when ques
tioned by the committee th at the three
statements in th e Ronald letter, which
he claimed to be false, had previously
been covered by a .letter Whitten by
Mr. Ballinger himself to the president,
in which Mr. Ballinger had stated
what the witness admitted Was a true
statement cf the facts. Mr. Pinchot
said he did not attem pt to reconcile
these two facts.
Before this development the interest
had centered in the announcement hy
Mr. Pinchot that he would not press
for a decision a s' to whether or not
he should be allowed to give his ver
sion of co'versations with President.
Taft and the introduction in evidence
by Mr. Pin-hot of a long letter written
to him by President Taft in Septem
ber last.
In this 1-tter President Taft de
nounced Glavis as disingenous. warned
Mr. Pinchot against making Glavis’
cause his own, declared he was sorry
Mr. Pinchot did not have the same
confidence and trust in Mr. Ballinger
as he did. and, lastly, declared that
controversies between the .departments
in Washington must cease.
He referred in this particular to an
alleged interview with Ormsby McHarg. former assistant secretary of
commerce and labor, in which Mr.
M.cHarg was reported to have said
that Theodore Roosevelt “must have
thought himself the Lord.”
The witness next told of his inter
view with Glavis at Spokane. Wash.,
on Aug. 9, 1909. The meeting was not
by appointment, and Mr. Pinchot said
he possibly had met Glavis once be
fore; he was not sure. Glavis laid all
his evidence. before him, Mr. Pinchot
said, and spoke of publishing the en
tire narrative.
“T was deeply impressed by what
Glavis said and urged him to go to
the president. I did this because 1
thought a scandal would arise, as *'
since has arisen, and I thought tb»
president ought to have an opportunity
to protect himself and his administra
tio n ”

H EN YOU WANT TO BU Y
the door closed behind him Be made a
Ancient Ropes.
PAPER CAR W HEELS.
OR KELL REAL ESTATE
note of the uumber.
Ropes made of various kinds cf fiber
The man who made the -bet with the and leather are of very ancient date# Safer and Stronger but More Costly it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
we will certainly be pleased to give your
widow was Mr. Ned Rucker. The man Ropes of palm have been found in
Than Other Wheels.
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’twhom she met on tpe street was his Egypt in the tombs of Beni-Hassan
We naturally think of paper as
in doing business with you theComplications
That
Brought twin brother. Mr. Fred Rucker The (about 3000 B. C.i. and on the wails, of something-lacking in strength and of succeed
latter had just returned from a long these tombs is also shown the process a paper article as being fragile, so are loss is ours, not yours.
residence abroad The two were barh
About a Wedding.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
of preparing hemf>. In a tomb at somewhat alarmed when an encyclo
elors and were in rooms together Thebes of the time of Thothmes III.
•39 E. Main Street,
pedic friend remarks that the wheels
Fred Rucker, after his meeting with f (about 1(500 B. C.) is a group repre of the car on which we are slipping
Norristown, Pa.
By THERESA C. HOLT.
the widow, went home aud. tludihg senting the process of twisting thongs
[Copyright, 1910, by American Press Asso his brother there, told of his adven of leather and the method of cutting along at the rate of a mile a minute
are made of paper. This opportunity
ciation.]
ture.
leather into thongs.
to be alarmed occurs, bowever. on
“Mr. Rucker,” said the pretty widow,
“Well, well.” exclaimed Mr. Ned
only the best of railways, as paper
Mrs. Taylor, “why will you be £o un Rucker, “if that isn’t the best thing l
car wheels, though safer and longer
We’re All Alike.
complimentary as to forget me, to ever struck!”
- —F O R lived than any others, are also more
“The Chinese worship ancestors.”
pass me by as if you did not know me
“You ever struck!”
“How queer! By the way, have you expensive. The principal advantage
when we meet on the street?”
“Yes—I. Don’t you see I’ve won a heard the latest? Marjorie is engaged of wheels made from this unpromising
“1 think it must be something in my kiss?”
to a real livff duke.”—Louisville Cou material is found in the fact that they F a ll and. ^Winter*
eyesight,” said Mr. Rucker apologet
“Weil, I like that. I propose to can rier-Journal.
are not injured by the violent vibra
ically.
on the lady tomorrow evening and re
tions to which car wheels are sub
“Eyesight! Nonsense!”
ceive payment. You’ve got nothing to
G O O D S!
jected.
“You know perfectly well that 1
The paper used in the manufacture
o r n «l e .
consider you one of my most valued do with this meeting. She didn’t meet
you and not know you.”
Farms, residences, hotels, building of these wheels Is ktnfwn as eaten
friends.”
Ned subsided. He pondered awhile sites—all locations,; prices and ^terms. dered rye straw board, or* thick paper.
“So valued that you can’t remember
As usual our stock of fall and winter
you have ever met me before on see and then said: “I tell you what we1 Also a number of houses in Norristown, It Is sent to the car wheel shops in
can
do.
You
can
go
and
get
your
kiss
goods
comprises an attractive variety of
Bridgeport
and
Conshohocken.
circular sheets measuring twenty-two
ing me after a week’s separation.”
to
forty
Inches
In
diameter,
and
over
“My memory for faces is execrable." .(if she’ll pay it). Then I’ll pass her
depepdabie qualities at reasonable prices.
Money to loan on first mortgage.
each of these sheets Is spread an even
“You shall not treat me so slight and pretend I’m you. That’ll give me
Full assortment of
THOS.
B.
WILSON,
a
kiss.”
coating
of
flour
paste.
A
dozen
sbeeis
ingly again, I promise yon. I will
“It wouldn’t be fair.”
make you remember me.”
8-15,
Eagleville, Pa. are placed one on the other and the
“It isn’t fair foi^you to claim a kiss
lot subjected to hydraulic pressure of OUTING a u d o th e r FLANNELS,
“1 beg you to do so. Then I shall
500 tons or more. After two hours'
be happy at receiving your smile that either! She didn’t make the bet with
a n d FLANNELETTES, B E D
J A. MOON KY,
pressure these sheets, which have now
I don’t get when 1 pass you without you. She made it with me.” *
BLANKETS a u d COMFORTS.
“Do you object to my having wbat
become a solid block, are kept for a
recognizing you. But suppose you for
(FORMERLY
OF
NORRISTOWN,)
week
in
a
drying
room
at
a
tempera
fun
out
of
It
I
like?”
get me when you pass, wbat will come
rare of 120 degrees, after which a
“No.”
UNDERWEAR for men, women and
of that?”
number of blocks are pasted together,
“Then I’ll see it out.”
“I’ll bet you what you like I won’t ”
children.
Sweater Coats.
pressed and dried for a second week
The next evening Mr. Fred Rucker,
“What I like?”
A
third
cor
blnation
of
layers
is
rben
armed
with
a
dozen
pairs
of
kid
gloves,
“Yes.”
HORSE BLANKETS AND ROBES,
made, after which there is an entire
called on the widow. She came down
GRATERFORD, PA.
“Very well. Let It be a kiss.”
from
75 cents to (12.
month
of
drying.
The
final
block
con
pleased at having won the gloves.
“A kiss?”
Shoeing
of
road
and
track
horses
a
tains
120
to
160
sheets
of
the
original
“How
nice
of
you,”
she
said.
“1
won
“Yes, a kiss against a dozen pairs of
OIL CLOTHS AND LINOLEUMS.
der you remembered to bring them or specialty. First-class new and repair, paper and Is four and one-balf to five
gloves.”
work in all branches of blacksmithing, at inches In thickness. All resemblance
“You mean, i presume, th at If I, fall your appointment this evening.”
to paper has been lost, the block in
SHOES for everybody; light and heavy
“I’m very forgetful," he said mourn popular prices.
to recognize you the next time we meet
weight, density and solidity approxi, wear for men and boys, and shoes for the
Your patronage solicited.
fully.
mating the finest grained, heaviest
3-25-3m.
“Very.”
ladies in variety.
metal.
“Still, this meeting today was no te s t
To complete the wheel there are re
How would you like to bet a kiss
GUNS AND AMMUNITION for sports
quired a steel tire, a cast iron bub.
against another dozen pairs of gloves
men and other sporting goods.
wrought
iron
plates
to
protect
the
pa
th at you won’t know me next time
C R A T E R S F O R D , PA. per on either side and two circles of OUR GROCERY DEPARTMENT is up
we m eet”
bolts, oue set passing through the
‘“Oh, I don’t wish to win any more
B E E F , VEAL, flange of the tire, the other through to date in varied assortments and quali
gloves from you.”
the flange of the bub and both sets ties. Everything needed in the culinary
“But I wish to win the kiss.”
MUTTON,
through th6 paper. The paper blocks line at your service a t tbe right prices.
“You can never do th a t”
are turned on a lathe, rfhicb also
F O R K , and
However, he pleaded so hard that
reams out the center bole for the hub. The favors of our patrons always appreci
she made the b e t He entered a mem
all Muds or Two coats of paint are applied to keep ated.
orandum of it in bis book, and they
out moisture. The various parts are
Dressed
both signed i t It read:
next assembled, and the paper car
P
o
u
ltry
,
We bet that Mrs. Taylor doesn’t know
me, Mr. Rucker, when we meet again on Served in COLLEGEVILLE every Tues wheel is complete.
As may be readily understood, paper
the street—a kiss against a dozen pairs of
day, Thursday and Saturday.
gloves.
which has received the treatment de
I
pay
8c.
per
pound
for
veal
calves
and
TRAPPE, PA.
During the call Mr. Rucker appeared 50c. extra for delivery.
scribed may be nsed for almost any
as interested in her as before he bad
purpose
for
which
metal
or
wood
is
Butter, Poultry and Eggs bought.
appeared indifferent 1 When he bad
used if not too much exposed to damp
Mail orders promptly attended to.
gone she was quite astonished to note
ness, and to all practical purposes it
Is fireproof.—Harper’s.
that instead of the hour being 10
o’clock, as she had supposed, the hands
STOCK OF
A Pert Reply.
of the clock stood a t 11:30. Indeed,
A story told of Sir John Fisher and
she experienced quite a pleasurable
Lord Charles Beresford wbeu both
sensation for the rest of the evening.
Mrs. Taylor was somewhat excited Latest .styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No were stationed in the Mediterranean
over the bet she had made and 'felt tions are being closed out at greatly re will bear repeating. A competition
bad been held at Malta for a prize
the necessity for watching very drably duced prices.
for Mr. Rucker On the stre e t feawkg Mrs. Frances Barrett’s, annually presented by Sir John. It is
known as the Malta cup, and, having
Ma i n S t .7 N e a r S t a t io n ,
th at if she passed him unnoticed; pe
so far always been won by a crew
would claim payment of the b et This
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
“GOODNESS GRACIOUS!” EXCLAIMED THE
belonging to the admiral’s flagship, it
kept
her
thinking
of
him
most
of
the
LADY.
was fully expected by Sir John that
time. During his visit he had ap
I am to give you a kiss. If I do rec peared very different from what be
this record would be maintained. On
FRANK
W.
SHALK0P,
this particular occasion, however, a
ognize you, you give me a dozen pairs had ever appeared before—more viva
crew of the Ramlllies. commanded by
of gloves.”
clous, brighter; indeed, she had found
(Successor to John 8. Kepler,)
Lord Charles Beresford, carried it off
“That’s right.”
him clever and entertaining. She was
Instead. A day or two later the fleet
“I t wouldn’t be a fair b e t I am not averse to marrying and wondered
was practicing maneuvers, and Ad
sure to recognize you.”
why she had not thought of him be
miral Fisher, whose reputation as a
“I dare say you will, and I shall have fore as a possible husband.
stern
disciplinarian is well known,
a good excuse for making up with the
When Mrs. Taylor met Mr. Rucker
was dissatisfied with the performance THE LARGEST MAKER AND RETAILER
TRAPPE, PA.
gloves for my forgetfulness.”
again she was paralyzed with astonish
of the Ramillies. He signaled accord OF MEN’S FINE SHOES IN THE WORLD.
Several weeks passed, when one day ment. He was doubled. The double's
"SUPERIOR TO OTHER MAKE8 .”
ingly to Its commander the message.
the widow, seeing what she believed two right arms went up to his two
w o rn W. L. D ouglas sh o e s f o r the
“Explain your reason for being late p a"Is t have
to be the figure of Mr. Rucker on the hats, and there was a smile on his two
six y ears, an d alw ays find they a r e far
in executing maneuver.” Without a s u p e rio r to all o th e r high g ra d e sh o e s in style,
street before her, hastened her steps. faces.
b ility ." W.
JONES,
moment’s delay the answer came. “We c o m fo rt an d d u ra
“I told him I would make him remem
119 H ow ard Ave., U tica, N. Y.
“Goodness gracious!” exclaimed the
If
I
could
take
you
into
my
large fac
are
towing
the
Malta
cup.”—Dundee
ber me, and I will,” she muttered. lady.
tories at Brockton, Mass., and show you
Advertiser.
Coming up behind the figure, she
One of the Mr. Ruckers said: “Yon
how carefully W. L. Douglas shoes are
raised her parasol and gave the gen have a bet with one of us that you
made, you would realize why they hold
A Cruel, Joke.
tleman a vigorous poke in the back. would know him when you met him.pn
their shape, fit better, wear longer, and
Oswald,
a
witty
and
original
Pari
He turned angrily; but, seeing a pretty the street One of us is a stranger to'
are of greater value than any other m ake.
I
will
have
the
assistance
of
Daniel
Sholer,
sian.
had
a
mania
for
practical
jok
woman smiling a t him, he smiled, too, you. Therefore you can’t know him.
C A U T I O N —See that W. L. Douglas name and price
undertaker of many years’ experience, ing. He was very amusing to bis is stamped on the bottom. T a k e N ® Substitute*
raising his hat a t the same time. Nev i because a lady can’t know a man to an
If your dealer cannot fit yon with W.L.Douglas shoes,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest friends, but when his talents were ex write
for Mail Order Catalog. W .L.D ouglas, Brockton,
ertheless he looked puzzled.
whom she has never been Introduced. expectations of those who will entrust me to erted to avenge some wrong there » * * •
------ FOB SALE B Y ------“1 told you I would make you re Please tell us which you have bowed serve them.
was
more
bitterness
than
fun
in
nis
member me,” she said laughingly.
W.
R. FENTON,
Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
to.”
wit. One evening when a man wdo
“Ah!”
Mrs. Taylor was flustered. She tried ders received b; telephone er telegraph. -95 had not treated him politely gave a re
COLLKGKVILLE, PA .
“And I’ll take the gloves—I wear : to make out the one she had known,
ception he revenged himself cruelly.
5%, usually four buttons.”
but failed.
The man was slightly deformed. Ail
“Eh?”
“That’s not fair.” she said.
the hunchbacks of Paris, 500 in num
“How killing!” laughed the lady.
“Why not?” asked one of the twins.
ber. presented themselves at bis re
“You’ve forgotten the bet.”
Mrs. Taylor was not in a condition of against loss by death from disease or acct- ception. They had received notices
“The bet?”
mind to point out just why it wasn't
L O W E R PR O V ID E N C E from Oswald that if they should go to
“I wonder if you really have for fair. Had she been cool she might dentinthe
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
gotten it or are trying to get out of it.” have thought of a way out of the dilem Fnll amount of appraisement paid when loss this address od this evening they
would learn of a legacy which had Manufacturer and Dealer in All
“Not I,” said the gentleman gallant ma. She made choice between the two occurs.
left them.
I.
Z. REINER, been
President.
ly, by this time gathering his wits. and named the wrong man. Both men
Kinds of AMERICAN and
“How many pairs have I lost?”
JOHN W. BARRY, Sec’y, Eagleville.
burst Into a laugh.
Stolen Joke.
“Another lapse of memory—one doz
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon,
“I’ve won,” said Mr. Fred Rucker.
FOREIGN
The shade of the ice baron had in
en pairs, 5%.”
Mrs. Taylor colored to the roots of
Appraisers! t
traduced himself to Charon on the
“Oh, yes; but would you mind tell her hair.
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville; H. H river trip.
ing me the terms of the bet? Yon
“So long,” said Ned Rucker, and be ROBISON, Collegevllle; W. E. BEAN
“Quite a roomy bit of water,- this
know what an abominable memory 1
Trooper;
JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 East gtyx.” he commented. “Never freezes
passed on.
have.”
Penn
St.,
Norristown.
“Of course, as a gentleman,” said the
over, does it?”
The gentleman was walking with
lady to the remaining Rucker, “you’ll
“Not so’n to interfere with naviga
her and evidently enjoying 'her so
-N E W IN V E N T IO N
not ask me to pay the bet.”
tion,” said Charon smilingly, “and. by
IE W A C T IO N
ciety.
“Not now.” he replied, “I ’ll pay it
the way, that very fact gave Mephisto Also Old Granite Work Cleaned
IE W R E S U L T S
“Oh, no,” she said, “the last time 1
the idea for his favorite joke.”
C U R E M O R E P O S IT IV E T H A N BY S U R 
met yon I bet you one dozen pairs of myself. I’ll call this evening with a
G E R Y A N D A V O ID S IT S D A N G E R S .
to Look Like New.
“You don say! What’s the gag?”
gloves against”— She-hesitated. “It dozen pairs of gloves.”
“W
hat
do
you
mean
by
‘not
now.’
”
“Why.
when
a
guest
in
hades
com
was the other way, wasn’t it?”
Special attention given to cleaning
“Pll give you a sort of ticket of
plains of the scarcity of ice the old Granite Monuments, Tablets, Copings ana
, “Your memory gone too?”
leave
based
on
your
good
behavior.”
all
kinds of cemetery work no matter oi
boy explaiD* that it’s due to the un
“Not a bit! Since you’ve lost there
long standing or how badly thscoiThat evening Mr. Fred Rucker called
precedented perversity of the past win how
can be no harm in saying what it is—
ored. Will guarantee to restore them to
on
Mrs.
Taylor
not
only
with
a
dozen
ter!”—Buffalo
Times.
tbeir original brightness without injuring
a kiss.”
Is .ELEY’S SPERMATthe Granite.
The gentleman opened his eyes and pairs of gloves, but with a plentiful
iC
SHIELD
TRUSS
supply
of
flowers.
Obedient Bobby.
puckered up his lips. Then he smack
“How good, of you,” she said, “to
l C intracts the opening in
“Bobby, iny son,” exclaimed the dia
ed them as if he relished an imaginary
a lew days on most cases mayed mother as she saw alt ber boy’s
win a bet and not only pay it. but
We promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign
kiss.
bring these lovely flowers.”
in favorable health and avoids pressure belongings stacked in a corner of the
“Well, go on,” he said.
She sniffed the perfume with ber on delicate parts.
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“Thb bet was that I would know
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“W hat did you mean by a ‘ticket of
place for everything?”
“H’m!” said the gentleman.
Elastic
Stockings,
etc.
"Yes, mother,” said the boy cheer
“Of course I wouldn’t have made leave’ and all that?”
(Send model, sketch or ploto cl invention tor
“The ticket may be exchanged for a for corpul
fully, “and this is the place.”—Ladies
r free report on latentabllity.
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your tm n brother.”
“Explain.”
eration
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Diplomacy.
“Would you?”
“Mine is a case of love a t first sight
ports,, v a rThe wife of a man who came home
“Yes; of course.”
late Insisted upon a reason.
icosed veins, swelling
They came to a corner, and the lady Will you marry me?”
“W hat has th at to do with it?” ask
“When 1 go out without you.” he
of limbs etc.
said:
Opposite U. S. Patent Office
said,
“I do not enjoy myself half as
“I go down this street to my home. ed the widow in a low tone and with
A long list of cures open for inspection
W ASHINGTON D. 0.
averted head.
much,
and
it
takes
me
twice
as
long.”
Good day.”
“This: There is no harm in a k l? • Send for booklet. Examinations free.
—Success Magazine.
“I’ll go with you.”
I.B.Seeley’z 1027 W alnut S t
He walked to her door, and it wn-* between an engaged couple.”
..._v _____ , . i M in tt®
Establishment.
PHILADELPHIA.
Before Mr. Rucker left the bet was
The irerid owes every man a living,
agreed that he should call the no—
paid and the m atter settled.
but doesn’t furnish a collector.
Mention thi» paper when writing
evening to settle the bet. As soon
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

Collegeville Grist Mills.
We have installed another new 30 H. P. water wheel, and with this additional power
we propose to do odr custom work at very short, notice. We are also equipped now with a
powerful Cider Press. We expect to give absolute satisfaction to those who will give us a
trial this coming apple season.

Headquarters for High Grade Feeds.
We say high-grade feed because we do not see what is known as tbe second-grades of
Bran, Middlings,‘etc. Our trade demands tbe BEST. Our customers, who include some
of the best experienced dairymen, farmers and poultry dealers of tbe this county, are of the
■opinion that the BEST IS THE CHEAPEST. Consequently we are governed by their
opinion
O ar S to ck I n c lu d e s s
MAIZELINE,
VICTOR PEED,
WINTER WHEAT BRAN,
CORN, OATS, WHEAT,
“
“ MIDDLINGS, COTTON SEED MEAL,
LINSEED MEAL,
SHUMACHER’8 GRAINS FOR CHICKS,
8UCRENE,
IDEAL CHICK FEED,
SHUMACHER’8 8TOCK FEED,
CHOICE CRACKED CORN,
HEN-E-TA BONE GRIT8.
FLOUR—Topton’s Best, Acme, Globe, Cremo, Lily of Valley, and Graham.
.
SALT FOR ALL PURPOSE8.
Our prices are POSITIVELY RIGHT. Our feed must give ABSOLUTE SATIS
FACTION. Our aim is to please our customers.

7

GUARDEOBYJCYWIND Tut GREATEST THE MISSING
OIF ALL

INGREDIENT.

A Frigid Convict Station In the
Northeast of Siberia.

S T Y
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THE COLDEST SPOT ON EARTH
No Precautions Are Necessary Against
Escape at Verhoyansk—When the
Wind Blows. Half an Hour In the
Fierce, Biting Cold Means Death.

$1 will Buy $2 worth of
^Dependable Goods.

Inventor Left His
Guarded Well.

Secret

By EVELYN WITWOTH.
CC opyright, 1910, b y A m e ric a n P re s s A sso 
c ia tio n . J

put In the uniting substance he hnd
seen Severance use. but notwithstand
ing that he had tried every known per
cussion substance he had never been
able, to get an explosion. Recognizing
that he had been foiled and that a for
tune had slipped through his fingers,
he was about to accept the situation
when It occurred to him that Sever
ance might have left his secret with
his daughter. After making formal in
quiries he told her that her father had
given him all the elements of his com
pound but one. If he had left her the
name of this uniting chemical she
might yet be rich, for he (Gower), hav
ing all the rest, with this could manu
facture the powder.
When her husband came home that
evenii: ■> Fanny told him of Gower’s
call and what he had said. Later on,
going to her trinket box. she noticed
the paper her father had given her.
Taking It to her husband, she told him
of the circumstance attending her re
ceiving it and asked him if he knew
what it meant. Tbe young man look
ed at the word written on the paper.
It was a curious mixture of letters,
spelling an almost unpronounceable
word. Then suddenly an idea occur
red to him. He told his wife that it
might be the crowning chemical used
by her father for his compound.
“Then," said Fanny excitedly, “all
we have to do is to give it tOk.Mr.
Gower and we will yet be rich."
But William Clarke believed in tha.
adage “Make haste slowly.” He slept
but little that night, thinking why, if
this was the required substance. Sev
erance had left it without the other
ingredients of th e . compound
He
must have had a reason for doing so.
Clarke thought for' hours upon this
reason. Was it that Gower knew the
other ingredients and In the event of
the inventor’s death could go ou with
the manufacture of the powder In cake
Fanny would give it to him If so It
meant that Fanny was the real pos
sessor of the secret. But why had
not Severance told her that what he
had given her was the key and what
she was to do with it in case of his
death?
"Fanny.” said the young husband
the next morning, giving her the daily
parting kiss, “go into the laboratory
today and see what you can find
there."
Fanny took the key to the building
and. with a shudder, going into the
laboratory, began to hufit—what for
she did not know. There was a tiuy
safe in the wall that interested her.
Remembering that she had father's
keys in the house, she went for them
and. picking out an odd looking one.
slipped It into the lock. It fitted ex
actly, and. turning it. she opened the
small door and took out several pa
pers. Selecting one. she read it and l
staggered as if stricken. It read:

"Oh, father, I’m afraid that some day
$10 to $20 Men’s Suits $ 5.75 you’ll blow yourself up.”
The coldest place Id the world one
fear, sweetheart! There Is
3.75 but“Never
would naturally expect to be either $5 to $10 Boys Suits
one thing combustible about these
the north or the south pole, but it Is $10 Overcoats
and that I never put In till
6.67 ingredients,
not. It is a village in the northeast of
the last. And it must have been mixed
$12 Overcoats
Siberia named Verhoyansk.
9.00 with the others an hour before there
can be an explosion.”
F. J. CLA M ER , Proprietor.
There the average temperature of
$15
Overcoats
1000
This dialogue occurred in old Sev
the
three
worst
winter
months
Is
53
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
erance’s laboratory between him and
degrees F. below zero, which means $18 Overcoats
12.00 his daughter Fanny. She was his
85 degrees of frost. During January
child, and he had no wife, so that,
13.34 only
the average temperature is 56 degrees $20 Overcoats
being all he had to love In the world,
below zero, or 88 degrees of frost. On
$25 Overcoats
16 67 she was his idol.
one occasion the thermometer regis
“Father,” she said, changing the sub
tered the remarkable figure of 120 de
ject abruptly, “Will has spoken.” She
You can now have your Home Lighted with GAS grees of frostl The average January
threw her arms About his neck and
hid her face in his bosom.”
figure for London, on the other band.
in the Country, and HEATED with Steam
“Has he. chick? I’m glad—for your
Is 7 degrees above freezing point
sake, dearie—but for me”— He finish
or Hot Water.
But I d Verhoyansk most mouths arted with a deep sigh.
winter months. July, curiously enough
And have MODERN PLUMBING FIXTURES installed with is as hot there as in London, hut the Heretofore sold at from “Oh, father, I will never leave you!
We will always be together.”
shadow of tbe terrible winter hangs
“Daughter,” said the old man, “1.
a satisfactory GASOLINE ENGINE for pumping
$1.50
to
$5,
now
selling
over even the warmest months.
too, have something of importance to
Even
In
midsummer
the
forests
your water by writing to
at from $1 to $3.30.
tell you. I have discovered a fulmi
which surround the desolate/plain in
nate powder that will revolutionize
the center of which Verhoyansk
warfare. It will treble the range of a
Great
Sacrifice
stands are withered and gray The
cannon or a rifle. I have been offered
grass is colorless. The few flowers
by the government for my
in Women’s Furs and $100,000
CONTRACTOR FOR
are odorless. The bare soil of tin
secret. Now that Will has spoken you
plain Itself refuses to produce vege
Fur Coats. For instance may tell him that you will have a for
tables of any kind. The ground is
tune for a dowry. He is a fine fel
frozen hard to an incredible depth.
$10 muffs and scarfs! low and deserves it and, you.”
No farming, of course, is possible.
Peter Gower, a man of thirty-five,
I-X 2 .
.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
There are no x-attle or poultry. All
selling at $6.67; the j whom
Severance used for an assistant,
food is Imported. Why, then, does rh: ■
was eavesdropping outside the door
little village exist? It Is a convict sta
same proportionate re-1 and
heard every word of the conver
tlon, and its population of 400 is made
sation.
Although he had worked with
duction
in
all
grades.
up of officials and exiles.
Severance, he did not know that his
No precautions against escapes are
principal had succeeded in his effort.
needed. Prisoners are known to have Equally as great
Severance had made the crowning disR e p a ir in g o f a ll k in d s w ill be gone mad with the loneliness of the
d o n e a t r e a so n a b le p r ic e s.
place. But no one has ever been mad
reductions in Men’s
enough to cry to escape.. Verhoyansk
R u b b er-T irin g a s p e c ia lty .
and Boys’shirts, under
strange though It sounds, is guarded
by the wind. A gale when the Ther
wear, hats, caps and
Have now on hand for sale: 3 runabout mometer stands at 30 or more below
wagons, in good order.
zero will destroy every living thing
gloves, sweaters, &c.
I single phaeton, just remodeled.
that is not under shelter.
1 S-seated surrey, cheap.
One of the many curious facts about $5 Petticoats for women
1 spring wagon, no-top.
cold is that intense cold is in irseit
Residence and Shop, Cross Key, Corner of easy to bear provided the air is still'!
selling at $3. $2 cotton
Ridge Pike. Respectfully yours,
One traveler has declared that he das
R. H . GRATER,
petticoats, $1.
often felt colder In Piccadilly on ;t
COAL. FOR A L IiF liR P O S E S .
P. O. Address, Collegeville, Pa damp day In November than during
Keystone ’Phone.
fils entire stay In Verhoyansk. whenAnd Coal that is good, is the only kind
the thermometer sometimes showed On
The great opportunity
we have to offer. When you use our Coal
degrees of frost.
S u sp e c tin g t h a t m y a s s is ta n t. P e te r
The reason Is that at Verhoyansk for bargains. Don’t miss
it will not be found necessary to pile on
G o w er, w ill m u r d e r m e (h e th in k s h e pos
the air is intensely dry, and dry cold
se ss e s m y s e c re t) I le a v e th is paper in
shovelful after shovelful, or continually
does not penetrate far. With a tent the chance to get what
c ase a n y th in g h a p p e n s t o m e. 1 d a r e n o t
rake out ashes. It is clean, free from
g iv e th e se c re t to a n y one. ev en to m y
at night and warm furs in the day yoh want and save your
d
a u g h te r, now , b u t t r u s t th is a c tio n w ill’
slate, burns slowly, add gives intense
time one can be quite comfortable,
In su re It to h e r w ith o u t th e ris k t h a t
heat. Can you expect anything better ?
however low the temperature.
w o uld o c c u r If it le ft m y k eeping.
E S P E N S H IP S
self dollars.
But let a wind once rise and things
Let us know your wants and we wiU quote
On another paper was a list of tbe
are different. As Verhoyansk is the
ingredients except one, which the writ
you a priee that will tempt you.
coldest place in the world, tbe few
er said he had given to his daughter.
winds that come must bring warmth
STABLES.
A horrible thought entered the young
But then all winds carry moisture.
wife’s mind. Her father had prol>And so we have the curious fact that,
ably been murdered.
4 * I H ig h S t r e e t ,
though one may he quite comfortable
TEAMS TO HIRE.
“Bless him!” she exclaimed, kissing
PO TTSTO W N . PA.
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
with the thermometer showing 60 -de
the record he had made. "Had it not
grees of frost, if a wind springs op
been for his care a- murderer would
RAILROAD HOUSE
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
and adds 20 or 30 degrees of warmth
have robbed me of my rights.”
to the air one has to fly for dear
COLLEGEVILLE,PA.
The hours dragged slowly till her
life to shelter.
husband came home, aud she told him
Half an hour In that fierce, biting
of her discovery.' He read the paper
SHE BEAD IT AND STAGGERED.
cold means death. But the intense
buy FURNITURE and H O U S E and. taking/bis wife in his arms, said:
dry cold that is Verho.vansk’s normal
“Sweetheart, it is our duty to’ avenge
FURNISHING GOODS you want i covery whUe working alone at night
weather is. if not so dangerous, quite
j and had guarded his secret carefully your father.”
the
style
and
qualities
you
are
look
as powerful in its effects, in that icy
“How?”
! even from his assistant. Gower, like
ing for and full value for your | Severance, was a chemist, but was
stillness an iron ax head dropped on
“There are ways in whieb Gpwer
the ground smashes like glass. A
money. Kindly remember that
—AND—
employed simply as an assistant and could have contrived an explosion. He
board of unseasoned wood, od tbe
not entitled to any interest in his in might have mixed substances that
hand, freezes hard as iron.
ventions.
would require a few minutes or a few
G-ranite 'W orks. When in Norristown, Pa.. other
De Windt in his travels in this re
From this time forward Severance hours to unite chemically. He might
gion carried bis milk in solid cubes
was conscious that Gower was watch have run a wire underground to the
STO P AT T H E
I d a net attached ta his sleigh. Bis
ing him In order to get the secret outside of the laboratory and ignited
thermometers all burst, for at the
The assistant knew the main ingre some substance within by an electric
H, E, BRANDT, « Proprietor.
Verhoyansk temperatures quicksilver
dients of the composition, but the one spark. He might have tossed a bomb
freezes and can be hammered like
IS THE PLACE TO GET STYLE, substance without which the union at his victim’s feet. Whatever his
copper. ■ It has indeed been turned Into
.QUALITY and VALUE• / where was incomplete he did not know. One means, he doubtess removed all evi
(Opposite Coart House).
bullets and shot through a deal bosrd
Walnut Street and Seventh
you can save the expense of trips to day while Severance was at work dences of Its character, for you left
All he could find of a case of claret
making the compound he saw reflect him to lock up the laboratory.”
-0O0larger towns or the city and fre ed In a mirror before him Gower’s
were a few lumps of red ice and some
“So I did,” she said wonderingiy.
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
quently some cash besides in paying face Intent upon him. Severance put “But could I have done otherwise? I
H IT First-elass Accommodations for Man splintered glass. But what troubled
him most was the discovery that it
for your purchases. It is always a in all the Ingredients, substituting for wouldn’t have gone there myself on
was impossible to smoke. At 4<» de
and Beast.
pleasure to show goods. Our stock the uniting substance another than the any account."
flRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES. Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable grees belov. zero frozen nicotine b lo c k s
correct one. An expression of joy came
The next day Clarke took steps to
includes various styles of Furniture, over the face in the. mirror.
the stem of the pipe, while cigarettes
renew the negotiations with the gov
or
cigars
freeze
to
the
lips.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths, and
Both English and German spoken.
After this Severance conceived a ernment broken off by his father-inIt must be embarrassing to find, as
dread of his assistant. One day he law’s death. The matter dragged, as
Linoleums.
one does when the thermometer reach
CARPETS CLEANED and RE- gave his daughter a bit of paper with all matters connected with govern
es 80 below, that one’s very breath
a single word written on It and told ments are bound to drag. But Clarke,
LAID. REPAIRING and UP her to put it away In a little trinket who had more business ability than
P . K. Cable, Proprietor. falls at one s feet in a fine white pow
der. A mustache becomes a torture-HOLSTERING ATTENDED TO. I box she had and to be extremely care the Inventor, started negotiations with
a heavy, solid lump of ice. To lay a
ful as to Its preservation.
another country and before long hud
bare hand on thetal means that the
w w wr s
One day Fanny Severance was star two nations bidding against each oth
skin will stay where It touches. A
tled by tbe sonnd of an explosion In er. The result was that he finally re
careless traveler once witlessly left a
the laboratory. Every drop of blood ceived five times as much as was of
6 0 YEAR8*
shirt outside bis hut to dry. When he
left her face instantly. Rushing into fered Severance.
EXPERIENCE
picked it up again It bent and almost
the laboratory, her worst fears were
When payment was handed to Clarke
broke. WbeD swung through the air
realized. Her father’s body was lying it was in one check on the national
it made a noise like theatrical tbun
on the floor so disfigured that he was treasury. He took it home and waved
der.
scarcely recognizable. Gower followed it triumphantly over bis wife’s head,
At these temperatures many usually
exclaiming:
her. He was pale and trembling.
trusty articles, such as combs and
“There’s your dowry!"
“I’ve been fearing this for a long
razors and knife handles, shrivel or
WADE TO O R D E R .
TRADE MARKS
But the wife’s joy was subdued by j
while.” he said.
bend or break.
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But the girl did not hear him. She the sad memory of her father’s death.
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bouse and ministered to her till she tears In her eyes.
invention la probably patentable. Communica*
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Orders entrusted to my charge will
ter. Twenty miles away, across a dis
Fanny Severance and William Clarke, the paper Incriminating Peter Gower.
mal plain of snow, lies a low. black
W. E JOHNSON,
receive the most careful and pains her fiance, found themselves thus un A warrant was Issued for his arrest,
line of p tD e forests.
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But it is not a cheerful place.—PearIQF-The I ndependent’s eight pages She saw no more of him till soon after a window. This single hole was the
ids. ' Estimates cheerfully furnished ing tastefully executed at the eon’s Weekly.
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HE«ALD PUBLISHING COMPANY. Independent Office at reasona
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compound Severance had Invented, had since been heard from.
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POWER FROM BROOK DAM.
Expert Urges Farmers to Store Up
Water For Various Uses.
By EDW ARD R . TAYLOR.

Mr. Farmer, what are you doing
with the brook on your farm? Let
ting it have its own sweet way in a
hurry (and sometimes in a grgat hur
ry) to get its waters into yonder
river? Why not curb it and make
good use of it as it passes? John T.
McDonald of Delhi, N. Y., some ten
years ago began making good use of
his brook—lights his house and build
ings, runs saws and various machines
in a little shop in winter and on rainy
days and has enough power in addi
tion to heat his house if he fitted up
for it. Why don’t you do likewise?
The dam is made from stones and earth
from the nearby fields, costs but little,
securing a pond of about three acres
which abounds in beautiful .trout and
other fish, and from the pond Mr. Mc
Donald cuts 500 tons of ice per year
for himself and neighbors.
It is really the most valuable land
he has. Did you know if you have the
only pond on your stream all the lar
gest fish will make it their habitation,
and if you make a spillway in con
nection with your dam large fish from
below will come up and settle in your
pond, and you and your boys and girls
will go fishing there for the profit as
well as for the fun of It? Make a
safe place and teach the children to
swim. Besides, it is stimulating and
grateful in summer weather.
I aljpost think you are really inter
ested, and perhaps are thinking now
where you have the best site for the
dam. Begin the work by laying down
sewer pipe two or more feet in diam
eter and twenty, thirty or more feet
long, according to the size of embank
ment you must build. This can be in
the bed of the stream, diverting the
water for the time by a little dam
above. On the upstream end of this
pipe build a square box of plank as
high as you wish the w ater to be in
the pond. It will take away lots of
water safely in floods. Near its bot
tom on the upstream side fix a gate
of plank which you can ttpen to
drain the pond in summer for repairs.
If you put a grating made, say, of
old strips of wagon tire in front of
the gate it will keep back all the fish
th at are too large to go through. This
all done in good shape, you can let
the water run through the pipe while
you are building your dam proper.
At the right of the spillway of
Charles M. Call’s dam near my home
is a square box connecting with the

VALUE OF FERTILIZER SHOWN

UNDER AN UMBRELLA.

Millet Crop More Than Doubled by
Properly Enriching the Soil.
The picture herewith represents the
value of fertilizer on sandy soil. A
strip of land in New York had celery
on it at one side in 1908 with an ap
plication of about 300 pounds per acre
of a 2-8-10 fertilizer; the other side
had no fertilizer. The land was plow
ed and fitted exactly alike and German
millet sown about June 15, 1909. J The
showing is remarkable, as the season
was the driest and also the coolest for
years, with only five inches of rain
fall after July 1, which is about half
of normal. The picture shows the
growth of one square foot from each
section, that fertilized in 1908 produc
ing almost sixteen and one-half tons
of green forage to the acre, while the

An Expensive Adventure of a Famous
Parisian Wit.
Komieu, the famous Parisian wit,
was onje day caught in a shower and
forced to seek refuge in a doorway of
th e opera house. I t was 6 o’clock al
ready, and he had an engagement in
the Cafe de Paris for that very hour.
The rain fell in torrents. There was
no carriage to be had. He had no um
brella. What was to be done? While
he was lamenting his bad luck a gen
tleman with a large umbrella passed
by. Romieu w as seized with a sudden
inspiration. He rushed out and grasp
ed the stranger by the arm and grave
ly installed himself under the protect
ing umbrella.
“I am overjoyed to see you,” he im
mediately began. “I have been look
ing for you for two weeks. 1 wanted
to tell you about Clementine.” ,
Without giving the stranger time to
express his surprise Romieu rattled
away with gossip and anecdote until
he had led the unknown companion to
the door of the Cafe de Paris. Then
he glanced a t him with a face of well
feigned astonishment.
“Pardon, monsieur!” he cried. “It
seems I am mistaken.”
“I believe so,” said the stranger.
“Good gracious!” added Romieu.
“Be discreet. Don’t repeat what I
hav* told you,” “I promise you.”
“A thousand pardons!”
Romieu hastened within the cafe
and amid great laughter told the ad
venture to his friends. Suddenly one
of them said:
“Your cravat is rumpled.”
Romieu put his hand to his neck and
turned pale. His pin, a valuable sap
phire, was gone. On further examina
tion his purse and watch were found
to be gone. The man with the um
brella was a pickpocket.—London TitBits.

FOOLED

VADUlt 0 7 FERTILIZER PROVED.

Other made only 6.8 tons. There are
several points to be thougflt of here—
first, that fertilizers of a good grade
pay well the first year, and then some
pay for the second year.
I f this is so with millet, would it not
be so with grain seeded with grass and
clover? That millet is a profitable
crop both for soiling and cured is ap
parent When seven and one-half tons
cured fodder can be secured per acre.
As millet contains only about 2 per
cent of protein, it should be fed in con
nection with alfalfa or clover hay. If
these cannot be obtained the ration
should be balanced with such feeds as
oilmeal, cottonseed meal or the better
grades of gluten feed.
“I have used millet for some years
with dairy cows and young stock,”
says the farmer who made this fertiliz
ing experiment, “and think very high
ly of it. I t is said to be injurious to
horses through the effect it has on
the kidneys. With the hay crop as
light as it has been for two years, as
the dry season has been very Iiard on
new seeding, it will surely pay our
farmers to give more attention to the
millets. Any one of the different kinds
can be sown after all other spring
crops are in and can be harvested and
out of the way before fall work be
gins.”

PRESERVING FERN S IN WINTER

BBOOK DAM ON A FARM.

sewer pipe ju st described. This spill
way is thirty-two feet wide, and the
piers each side stand about four feet
above, having been raised about two
feet for safety after Mr. Call had
seen the water almost get over his
bank the previous spring. Too much
care cannot be taken in having ample
and safe spillway to take all the water
that can possibly come down. With
such adequate spillways dirt dams are
about the best and cheapest a farmer
con construct, as almost all the work
can be done by his own teams and
scraper. Below the spillway on the
lower side of the dam is a good place
to dump stones if you have them on
the farm; if not and the bottom is
not of hard material you must finish
with cement grout so it cannot under
mine.
There is a little power house contain
ing the water wheel and the little dy
namo of about, six horsepower which
furnishes light for Mr. Call’s house and
buildings, l'n e machinery requires lit
tle attention, being oiled once a week
and stopped and started from the
house by a wire connected with a sim
ple attachment to the gate of the wa
ter wheel. Here are city comforts
right in the home of the farmer. With
such a power he can churn, run a
washing machine, saw wood, run a
feed cutter.
Lots of farmers during the dry sum
mers draw water some distance for
stock who need not have done so if
they had made a pond and retained the
flood water. Such a pond would be
Valuable even if not used for power.
I have today a letter from a friend
who made a dam in a brook passing
through his back yard which is dry
for several weeks every summer, thus
making a pond which stored flood wa
ters, on the bank of which he set up
a gasoline pumping engine, by means
of which he Irrigated his orchard on
land above.

They Should Be Placed Where They
Get Diffused Light.
Although ferns are greatly admired
for indoor decorations, the plants are
in general singularly unfortunate in
the treatm ent they receive at the
hands of their owners. I t being well
understood that most varieties thrive
better when not exposed to strong
sunshine, they are usually relegated
to any shady and cold position that
may be otherwise unoccupied in the
house. This method of dealing with
the plants invariably ends in disap
pointment. Although it is true th at
ferns do not like the direct rays of the
sun continually upon them, yet a cer
tain amount of light is necessary for
their development, and instead of
anding them in corners and other
ifavorable places it ia far better to
ve them the full benefit of a window
a northern aspect will do—or, a t any
ite, they should be placed where they
»t ample diffused light.
Another frequent cause of failure
i ferns is the semi-starvation to
hich they are subjected. The idea
very prevalent that they do not renire manure, and in consequence any
Dor soil which comes to hand is used
>r potting them up. Certainly a soil
eavily manured is not suitable for
lem, and fresh manure should on no
ccount be used, but a reasonable al>wance of leaf mold is, as a rule,
ighly beneficial.
To preserve the delicate greenness
f the fronds liquid manure may be
iven when the plants are in growth
nd the pots fairly full of roots. A
ood fertilizer, such as nitrate of soda,
lay be dissolved in the proportion of
alf an ounce to the gallon and the
ems watered therewith every ten or
welve days. This is especially good
inhere the plants are old or partly exausted. Soot w ater is also very useul as a stimulant. It should be perectly clear and is best applied alterlately with an artificial fertilizer. Liqtid manure of animal origin should be
iaed verv sparingly or not a t all.

HIS

SUPERIOR.

LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN !
P E . COOK, O F B R O O K L Y N .
In New York the other night, the public handed Commander Peary a nice signed check. Wait
’till “ Doc” Cook gets back and see what, the people will hand him. But let’s forget Cook for makiDg
his DASH for the DOUGH. Aren’t we all after money ? Honestly, isn’t the money saving feature of
the Weitzenkorn Store the thing that has built up this great business? Let us solve the trouser
question to-day. You may need a pair to help,out your old coat and vest. Here’s your chance to
save money—real money.
9 2 .0 0
T r o u se r s a t
91.39 95 .0 0
T ro u sers a t
93 .3 3
9 3 .0 0
T r o u se r s a t
92-00 9 0 .0 0
T r o u se r s a t
94 .4 4
9 4 .0 0
T r o u se r s a t
92 .7 5 B o y s’ R e e fe r s, h a l f p r ic e , 91*98
Can y o u r boy w ea r 3 , 4 o r 5 s iz e ? H e r e ’s 94 R e e fe r s a t 91-98,

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS!
You’ll find many* a need for a suit before the snow melts,
and when you can get one at such a little price, and know you
are making a substantial saving, it’s worth while to take advant
age of such opportunities. These suits are just right in weight
for the present weather and not too heavy for spring wear.

Suits at
$ 6.75 $18
9.75 2 2
$25 Suits at $18.75.

Suits at

$12.75
14.75

A SWEEPING REDUCTION OF ONE-THIRD
OFF THE PRICE

ON A L L OVERCOA TS !

WEITZENKORNS, - POTTSTOWN.

An Astonished Pasha and a Lieuten
ant Who Won Promotion.
PROVEN VALUE GIVERS SINCE 1864.
Kasslm Pasha when minister of war
for Egypt was very particular In re
gard to the personal appearance of his
officers and issued stringent orders
that they should never appear un
shaven in public. One day he met INCORPORATED HAY 13, 1871.
upon the street a lieutenant who had
bearded the pasha and disregarded his
orders. “To what regiment do you be
long?” demanded the indignant minis
ter. “To the ---- regiment, a t Abas
seuh,” replied the frightened lieuten
ant. “Get into my carriage a t once so
th at I can carry you to the encamp
ment and have you publicly punish
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
ed,” was the stern command which
followed.
Has set the Whole Town
The young man obeyed, and the
Agog !
twain rode along gloomily enough for
some time, when the pasha stopped
his carriage and entered an office
where he would be detained for some
time on business. Seizing the oppor
GOOD SHOES were never before priced so low and
Insurance In Force: $12,000,000.
tunity^ the culprit sprang from the
never before sold so rapidly.
vehicle, darted into a neighboring
barber’s stall and regained his post
W E are determined to close out the stock we have on hand
before the return of his jailer minus Office o f th e C om pany s '
his beard. For the remainder of the
and our deeply cut prices on all our good shoes will tell you how
route the officer buried his face in his
COLLEGEYILLE, PA.
anxious we are to sell.
hands and seemed the picture of ap
A.
D.
FETTER
O LF, S ecreta ry .
prehension.
Abasseuh was reached a t last, and H . W . KRATZ, P r e sid e n t,
all the officers were assembled to wit
N o rristo w n , P a ,
ness the degradation of their comrade
who all the while kept well in the
$4 0 0 SHOES and OXFORDS $3.18
rear of his chief. “Come forward, you
2.70
son of a dog!” cried the irate pasha
3.50
“
when there stepped before him an offi
2.35
3.00
“
cer with a face as clean as a baby’s
«i
and a look of the most supreme inno
1.85
2.50
“
Here is what you need.
i 6i
cence. His excellency gave one look
1.55
2.00
“
of blank astonishment and then, wit?
There is no time like the
an appreciative smile breaking ov<
1.30
1.50
“
present to assure yourself of
his w ar worn features, turned to tb
Our Children’s and Boys’ Department is full Of BIG
assembled officers and said, “Here, good crops for the future, es
gentlemen, your old minister is a fool,
BARGAINS in SHOES and SLIPPERS.
and your young lieutenant is a cap pecially as your prosperity is
tain.” «' ______ ,
measured by the crops you pro

W E ’V E S T I R R E D

Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire
Insurance Company

T H E TO W N

Weitzenkorn’s Shoe Sale

Insures Against Fire anil Stem

NOTE THE PRICES AND THEN ACT

FARMERS,

THE HOMEMAKER.

duce.
There is only one way to as
sure bounteous crops, and that
is by using sufficient plant food.
If your manure does not reach,
you cannot afford to buy stable
manure; it is too expensive.
You should therefore use the
best Animal Bone Fertilizer oh
tainable.
Our goods are sold entirely
on their own merits, and where
once used, always used.
We guarantee the different
grades to be in perfect mechani
cal condition, and to produce
results.
A fair trial will convince.
Manufactured by JACOB

W E I T Z E N K O R N ’S ,

,4,p S ttstotwne t'

POTTSTOWN’S LARGEST SHOE STORE.

Man’s Chivalry to the Fried Goddess
of the Fireside.
05
As we men frequently admit, i t is
our chivalrous regard for woman
which leads us to desire that she shall
confine her wholly admirable energies
to the making of our home and the
keeping of our bouses. She is tender
and frail, and so we urge that she
shall not for a moment drop her role
as the goddess of the household. There
is nothing that so rouses our almost
sacred admiration as to see our own
particular goddess with a dishrag in
one hand and a frying pan in the oth
er. Let us never desert this high ideal
of womanhood and its lofty purpose in
life.
Particularly let us not do so because
if a woman does not keep the house
it will not be kep t Would we men
engineer and prepare 1,095 meals in
one year? Would We wash dishes
1,095 times, wipe them 1,095 times,
C O LLEC EV ILLE
sew, darn, mend, devote our lives to
a gray monotony of treadmill effort?
Not on your life! Our chivalrous re
gard for adored woman would not per
mit it. And we would go crazy within
six months if we tried. I know of
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
nothing that we should cling to more TRINLEY, Iinfield, Montgom
closely than this chivalrous regari
for our womankind. It saves the cost ery County, Pa., and for sale
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
of many and many a hired girl.
I have penned this little tribute to by
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
man’s chivalrous regard for woman
H
.
T
.
H
U
N
SIC
K
ER
,
anteed. Estimates furnished.
because anybody can see th at it de
Iron b rid g e, F a
serves it. Woman, the housekeeper
Main St. Coflegeville.
(and nothing else), the fried goddess J . K . CLEMMER A NON,
of the fireside, the queen of her domes
S p rin g M ount, P a
tic domain. with a stewpan for a tiara
and a stove hook for' a scepter, let ns FRANK B A R N D T ,
The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis
together pledge her, while we register
G reen L a n e, P a .
our chivalrous vow th at we will keep
ing medium in the middle section of Montgomery
her where she is unless we men need HILLEGASS A K R A U SE,
her as a stenographer or something
P en n ob n rg, P a. county. If you have anything to sell—no matter
else, in which event our chivalrous re
gard may stretch a few points.—Cali JOHN H . FARINGEK,
what—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper.
R D . No. 2 , N o rristo w n , P a .
fornia Monthly.

O U L B B R T ’S

DRUG S T O R E
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

Marble and Granite Works,

